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For Students
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Welcome to the Swifts English Coursebook series. Here you can see how to use your book and make the
most of it. We want you to develop your language in a way which is right for you so we’ve designed this
book in a way that will help you learn well.
The Contents Pages: The ﬁrst thing you will notice are the contents pages. The contents pages are there
for you to ﬁnd the things you want to learn or look at again quickly and easily.

The Units: There are 14 units in this book. Each unit has a topic page which gives an idea of what the unit is
about. On the unit page you will see a ‘Swift Look’ which tells you what grammar points or language you
will learn and what skills will be focussed on.
In Class & Self Study: Units are divided into two sections. The ﬁrst two pages will be for in-class-study with
your teacher, the second two pages are for self study, where you can practice what you learnt in that lesson.
Tasks & Vlogs: At the end of each unit you will ﬁnd a task or vlog to do. These tasks or vlogs relate to the
unit and are an opportunity for you to practice the English you have studied in a fun and creative way.
Vocabulary Lists: At the end of the book you will ﬁnd a useful set of vocabulary lists related to the units in
this book. This will help you build you language.

AU

Swift Puzzles: Included at the back of the book are a series of puzzles and creative activities for you to
practice the topic based vocabulary from the units.
Listening Transcripts: All of the listening tracks that you will listen to in the book have transcripts at the
back of the book so you can check anything that you want to from the listenings.
So it doesn’t matter if you’re using this book as part of a course or learning alone, we hope that you will ﬁnd
all the features useful and helpful in learning English.
Welcome to Swifts! Good luck!

UNIT ONE
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Work Life

Swift Look Unit 1
■
■
■
■
■
■

Speaking : About your home; About your job
Listening : A conversation about a home
Reading
: About different jobs; About where people live
Writing
: Information about your home; About your different jobs
Grammar : Determiners; Review of Present Simple
Vocabulary : Talking about jobs; Professions; Homes

1

Talk to a partner. What is your home like? Do you like it? Where is it?

2

Read the text below. What is it about?

I live in a dorm at my school. The dorm is very nice. I have a room with a desk and a bed. I also
have a ﬂatmate. The desk is small, but I don’t mind. The bed is very comfortable. I have a lot of
friends and we often go to a cafè on campus to hang out. The cafè is very close to my dorm and
they have very good coffee. Sometimes I also get a piece of cake with my coffee. Sometimes we
also go to a restaurant nearby. The restaurant has very good pizza. After coffee, I go back to the
dorm and study. The chairs in the common area are very comfortable and I like studying there.
Read the text again and answer the questions below.

F

3

1. Does Ayfer mind that her desk is small?
2. Where does Ayfer hang out?

ZE

3. What does Ayfer do after coffee?
4. How is the pizza at the restaurant?

Swift Grammar

A / an & the

We use a / an when introducing a new idea.
When it is mentioned the second time, use the.
When referring to speciﬁc thing, use the.
4

Read the text below and ﬁll in the blanks with a / an / the.

AU

My family has 1 ............. nice house in 2 ............. small town. 3 ............. house has 4 ............. garden that I love sitting in. There
are lots of trees in 5 ............. garden. There is 6 ............. apple tree and 7 ............. orange tree. Our house has 8 ............. big
kitchen. My mom is always in 9 ............. kitchen sitting at the table and reading 10 ............. book. 11 ............. house has 12
............. nice salon with some comfortable chairs. My brothers like sitting in 13 ............. chairs and watching TV. My dad
prefers drinking tea in 14 ............ garden.
5

What do you look for in a new home?

6

Look at the sentences below. Complete them with words or phrases from the box.
turn on

come

bring

leave

control

turn

light

turn off

come back
ack

1. You can ....................... the metro to school.

5. It’s a little old, but it’s very easy to ................

2. Take the ﬁrst right, and then ...................... left at the

6. They ............... in fresh produce every morning.

market.

7. Is it central heating or can I ............... it?

3. You can ..................... them ........ and off whenever you like.

8. We can ............... now, if you have time.

4. That’s no problem, why don’t you ..................... at

9. I’m a little busy today, can I ............................. tomorrow?

1:00pm.
7
6

ride

Listen and check your answers.

SWIFTS

10. I prefer to .................................. the heat in morning.

8

What is your job? What do you do? Do you like it?
Hi, I’m Daria Berry and I’m a police ofﬁcer. I usually work at the police station but
I sometimes drive around town in my police car when I’m on patrol. My job is very
rewarding but sometimes it is dangerous. I can deal with emergencies and I can
help to stop crime. My job is never boring.

F

My name is Ezgi Acar and I’m a graphic designer. I work at an advertising company
in Istanbul. I need to be very creative because my job is very competitive. I can
create artwork and designs for printed media such as magazines and websites. I
love my job because every day is different.

ZE

Hello, my name is Mark White. I’m a nurse and I work at a hospital in Liverpool.
My job is very difﬁcult and demanding. I give medicine to patients and help the
doctors during surgeries. It is sometimes difﬁcult to work with sick people every
d
day but I love my job because I can help them to recover. I love helping people.
d

Hi, I’m Laura Smith and I’m a dentist. I work at my own dental surgery in Melbourne.
My duties include cleaning teeth to remove decay, ﬁlling cavities and repairing
broken teeth. I can also give patients advice about taking care of their teeth and
gums. A lot of people hate going to the dentist so I need to be very gentle with them!

9

Read the workers’ job descriptions and
answer the questions.

1. Where does Daria usually work?

AU

2. How does Daria describe her job?
3. What are Ezgi’s job duties?

4. Why does Ezgi love her job?
5. Why is Mark’s job difﬁcult sometimes?
6. What are Laura’s duties as a dentist?
7. Why does Laura need to be gentle?

11

10

Talk with a partner: Which job is most interesting,
most artistic, most dangerous, most rewarding?
Which job is best for you?
SWIFT FOCUS

Job titles
When we talk about people’s jobs, we use an article, a or an.
E.g: My mother is a teacher.
I am an accountant.
My sister is an author.

Fill in the chart with the missing information about jobs and work.
Job

Place of work

I am a doctor.

I work in a hospital

I am a .........................

I ................. in a library.

I am a teacher.

I work in a ........................

I am a .........................

I work in a law ofﬁce.

I am a hairdresser.

I work in a .............................

Can you think of some more examples?

SWIFTS
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SELF STUDY
Look at the pictures below and write the name of the job.
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F

1

SWIFT FOCUS

Remember: Sometimes we don’t need an article! Don’t use articles for: cities or countries; names of places,
things, or people; and days of the week, months, or seasons.
2

Complete the sentences using the correct
article.

AU

1. Are you going to ............... concert this weekend?

3

Look around you and write sentences about
what you can see.

For example: There is a cushion. The cushion is red.

2. I have ............... new phone.

3. There is ............ woman over there. I think she is
............... sick.
4. I clicked on ............... link that you sent me.

5. I went to ............... mosque on Friday. It was ...............
beautiful mosque.
6. He is ............... nice boy.

7. She is ............... teacher. ............... teacher teaches
............... children.

4

Read the paragraph about Sherlock Holmes and choose the correct option.

Sherlock Holmes is 1 a / the character from 2 the / --- books written by 3 --- / a Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle. His most famous story was 4 The / A Hound of the Baskervilles. Many of 5
the / --- stories were made into movies and 6 --- / the television dramas. He is 7 a / the
detective who tries to ﬁnd out who did crimes. There is 8 a / an monument in London
dedicated to him. He has 9 a / the sharp mind and solves even 10 the / a most difﬁcult
and strange cases. He works with his friend 11 --- / an Dr Watson, 12 a / the retired army
ofﬁcer. Holmes plays 13 a / the violin and smokes 14 a / the pipe.

8
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SELF STUDY

WORK AND JOBS
5

Match the job to the description.
DESCRIPTION

1. Fireﬁghter
2. Waiter
3. Chef
4. Artist
5. Engineer
6. Nurse
7. Dentist
8. Teacher
9. Writer
10. Pilot
11. Journalist
12. Hairdresser
13. Fashion Designer
14. Receptionist
15. Police Ofﬁcer
16. Editor
17. Film Director
18. Personal Trainer
19. Architect
20. Actor

a. Works in a kitchen. Prepares meals for guests.
b. Works in a hospital. Cures sick people.
c. Cuts and colours your hair.
d. Takes care of your teeth.
e. Stars in ﬁlms or TV shows.
f. The person who ﬂies the airplane.
g. A person who designs buildings.
h. A person who works in a gym and helps you to get ﬁt.
i. Writes articles for newspapers.
j. A person who serves you your food in a restaurant.
k. A person who paints or makes sculptures.
l. Works at a police station and tries to keep people safe.
m. Designs clothes.
n. A person in charge of the ﬁnal content of a magazine or newspaper.
o. Works at the front desk of an organization or business.
p. Rescues people from buildings and puts out ﬁres.
q. Someone who makes movies
r. Designs, builds or maintains machines or structures.
s. A person who writes books.
t. A person who works at a school.

ZE

Where do they work?

AU

6

F

JOB

a garage

a university

a kindergarten

a library

a farm

a movie set

a dental surgery

a laboratory

a courthouse

a veterinary clinic

1.

A lecturer works in .......................................

6. A scientist works in .......................................

2.

A vet works in .......................................

7.

3.

A director works on .......................................

8. A montessori teacher works in .......................................

4.

A farmer works on .......................................

9. A librarian works in .......................................

5.

A dentist works in .......................................

10. A judge works in .......................................

A mechanic works in .......................................

SWIFTS
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That's Good to

K N OW

F

No article is used with proper nouns, mass or plural count nouns where the noun is
indeﬁnite. Also, no article is generally used when referring to means of transport (by
plane) or common expressions of time and place (at midnight, in jail).

A job is something you do for money. It could be permanent or temporary.
A career is a long term profession that usually has some speciﬁc training.
A job can refer to your title. Work can refer to your ﬁeld.
Work: In education

ZE

For example: Job: Teacher

TASK

AU

ces about
Write senten
your life and
the people in
rofessions.
their jobs / p

Swift Progress Check: I can...

10

Yes

No

Check

talk about home.

Page 6

talk about my workplace.

Page 7

talk about my work.

Page 7, 8, 9

use determiners correctly.

Page 8
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Family
History

Swift Look Unit 2
■
■
■
■
■
■

Speaking : Talking about family; Talking about past experiences; Asking questions in the past
Listening : About a grandmother’s childhood
Reading
: About the life of a relative
Writing
: Identifying and using past questions
Grammar : Verb ‘to be’ in past
Vocabulary : Family and family members; Family trees

1

Do you have a big family? Who is in your family?

Tim

Esther

Kevin

Ann

ZE

F

Ahmet

Dorothy

Ayşe

2

Mustafa

Andy

cousin

uncle

brother

niece

nephew

Ahmet is Leyla’s
Dorothy is Ayşe’s
Ann is Mustafa’s
Who is Esther’s niece?
Who is Kevin’s nephew?

.

sister

mother

brother-in-law

father

grandfather

sister-in-law

3

grandmother

father-in-law

6. Ann is Ether’s
7. Kevin is Ahmet’s
8. Tim is Ahmet’s
9. Who is Ayşe’s uncle?
10. Dorothy is Ann’s

.

.

.

.

AU
Swift Grammar
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Kate

Look at Leyla’s family tree and answer the questions with the family words from the box.
aunt

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Leyla

mother-in-law
.
.
.
.
.

Past Tense - Was / Were

Complete the table with the correct form of was / were.

Subject

Positive

Negative

Question

I

When I was a junior in high
school, I ……. 16 years old.

It wasn’t my cup of
tea.

…...... I late yesterday?

You

You …… in the park last night.

You weren’t very nice
to me in high school.

…...... you at home yesterday?

He / She / It

It …….. really funny.

She ………… good at
maths when she was
young.

…...... she a well-behaved child?

We

We ……. at home.

We …….. very close as
kids.

…...... we at the meeting on Thursday?

They

They …….. wearing uniforms.

They ….. my friends.

…...... they happy with their dinner?

SWIFTS
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Look at the conversation below. Who is it between? What are they talking about?
Tommy: Really! History?
Grandma: Yes dear, history!
Tommy: So what was your favourite subject at
school?
Grandma: Well I loved History but my favourite
subject was always English literature. That is the
reason I became a librarian. I love to read books!
Tommy: What about after school? What were your
favourite free time activities?
Grandma: Well, there wasn’t any TV in our house,
so most of the time we were outdoors. My favourite
activities were walking, swimming and dancing.
Tommy: Ok grandma, thank you!
Grandma: Is that all?
Tommy: That’s enough for now!

AU
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Tommy: Hi Grandma, I’m doing a project for school
about family history. Can I ask you a few questions
about your school days?
Grandma: Of course, sweetheart! What do you want
to know?
Tommy: Well, ﬁrst of all, where were you born?
Grandma: I was born in a small village in Co. Sligo
called Enniscrone.
Tommy: What was the village like?
Grandma: It was green and natural. There were a lot
of farms around and everyone was very friendly.
Tommy: Where did you go to primary school?
Grandma: There was only one school in the village so
I went there. It was 30 minutes from our house.
Tommy: What was your primary school like?
Grandma: It was small and there were no computers
or books! Just desks and a black board.
Tommy: Why weren’t there any books?
Grandma: Well because people were poor, darling.
Tommy: Oh, well, what about high school? Who was
your favourite teacher at high school?
Grandma: Oh my favourite teacher was Ms.
Thompson. She was a wonderful history teacher. She
was so clever and her classes were so much fun!
5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6

Read the conversation again and mark the sentences below
True (T), False (F), or Not Applicable (NA).

Tommy’s grandmother was born in the city.
Grandmother’s school was big and modern.
Grandmother’s favourite subject was history.
Grandmother’s ﬁrst job was in a library.
Grandmother was interested in reading history books.
Grandmother’s favourite activity was watching TV.

T/F/NA
T/F/NA
T/F/NA
T/F/NA
T/F/NA
T/F/NA

Listen to Tommy’s class mate Paula talking about her
grandmother’s childhood. Make notes about what you hear.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
SWIFTS
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SELF STUDY

1

Choose the correct form of the verb.
6. They was / were at a restaurant.

2. Weren’t / Wasn’t you in high school last year?

7. We weren’t / wasn’t bad kids.

3. That was / were my dinner!

8. Weren’t / Wasn’t that yours?

4. Your brother weren’t / wasn’t married last year.

9. Your sister wasn’t / weren’t in middle school last year.

5. She were / was in bed at 24:00.

10. Weren’t / Wasn’t your dad in the army?

2
1.

F

1. My mom were / was home last night.

Order the words to make sentences or questions.
a / ﬁlm / was / good / it / ?

4.

Fatih and Aisha / Brazil / summer / in / last / were.

?

was / she / year / 29 / last.

5.

wasn’t / she / at / dinner / home / for.

ZE

2.

.

3.

6.

the / wasn’t / museum / I / in.

Rewrite the sentences in the past tense.

1.

I’m happy today.

4.

Today is her 30th birthday.

2.

Are you home?

5.

We’re in the library.

3.

I’m not at school.

6. They are at the cinema.

Look back at the questions that Tommy asks his grandmother. Find a partner and ask him / her
the 5 questions in bold. Write down their answers in full sentences.

AU

4

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
5

1.

2.
3.
4.
14
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behaved / well / they / in / school / weren’t

.

3

.

Think of four more questions to ask your partner about his / her
past. Ask the questions and take notes about their answer.
Find a new partner and report what you have learned.

.

SELF STUDY

Fill in the family tree with the relations.

AU

ZE

F

6

7

Read the text about Danny’s family and answer the questions.

I have a really big family. My mom’s name is Shannon and she has two sisters, their names are Susan and
Sheryl. Susan is married to Sean and they have two children. Their names are Mark and Meagan. Sheryl is
married to Sam and they have a son named Mike. I have three brothers. One of them is named Derek and he
is married to a woman named Darlene. They have a son named
d Billy.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Shannon is Danny’s
Mark is Danny’s
Danny is Susan’s
Darlene is Danny’s
Danny is Billy’s
Billy is Danny’s
Shannon is Darlene’s
Sean is Derek’s

SWIFTS
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Love

ent

Endearm

en
Chick
Bud

dy

t
thear
Swee

in

Honey

(hun)

Darlin

Sugar

g
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Dude

F

Pumpk
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Make a video talking about
your family.

Swift Progress Check: I can...

16

Yes

No

Check

use was and were to talk about the past.

Page 12, 13, 14

talk about family.

Page 12, 15

understand people talking about their past.

Page 13, 14

understand a family tree.

Page 12, 15
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UNIT THREE
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Days Past

Swift Look Unit 3
■
■
■
■
■

Speaking : Talking about ﬁnished past events and experiences
Listening : Pronunciation of ‘ed’ endings; A conversation about a past event
Writing
: Making past tense questions; Writing about past activities
Grammar : Regular past tense; Past time phrases
Vocabulary : Past time expressions; Past actions

Listen to Amanda and Dan talking about their wedding day and ﬁll in the blanks
with past tense verbs and question words.

Amanda: Hey honey, what day 1 ...................
yesterday?
Dan: Ummm…. 2 ..................... it our anniversary?
Amanda: Yes! It 3 ......................
Dan: I’m so sorry, I 4 .......................... remember,
Amanda.
Amanda: Well, what do you remember?
Dan: We 5 ..................... all night! The DJ 6 ...................
such good music...

Swift Grammar
2

Amanda: You 7 ............... so handsome in your tuxedo.
Dan: 8 .................. you call your grandmother that
night? She 9 ................. come.
Amanda: No! I 10 ................. too busy and 11 .................
call her. She 12 ................. really angry..
Dan: But you 13 ............... her the video, 14 ................ you?
Amanda: Yes, and she 15 ................ angry after that.

F

1

Past Tense - Regular

Complete the sentences with the verbs below.

ZE

Walk Watch Paint Study Kick Love Hate Want Need Prefer Like Agree Remember Promise
Play Work Enjoy Ask Talk Finish Start Stop Open Close Rain Answer

walk - walked
study - studied
like - liked

walk - didn’t walk
study - didn’t study
like - didn’t like

Did you walk in the park
yesterday?
Did she talk to you?
Did we agree on that?

I ............................ in the park yesterday.

I ..................... English last week.

..................... the ﬂowers?

..................... with her cat?
..................... himself at the party?
..................... yesterday?

You ..................... to help me.
They ..................... very hard when they
were at university.
We ..................... the windows before
the rain.

..................... the question?
..................... the picture?

AU

She ..................... her favourite TV show. She ..................... to music yesterday.
He ..................... any money.
He ..................... her.
It ..................... yesterday.
The cat ..................... with its tail.

You ..................... the question.
They ..................... my name.
We ..................... the concert.

I can’t remember, ..................... about
that?

SWIFT FOCUS

Using -ed Pronunciation

Some past tense verb endings sound like “t”, some sound like “d”, but when the verb ends in -t or -d, it sounds like “ed”.

3

Listen to the pronunciation of the past tense verbs and write them in the correct category in the table.

Sounds like “t”

18
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Sounds like “d”

Sounds like “ed”

4

Look at the calendar and ﬁll in the blanks
with a date or a time phrase.

Ten days ago was April 5th 2018
March, 2018
Three months ago
April 15th 2018

F

Five years ago
Last week
April 14th 2018

5

ZE

May, 2017

Look at the pictures and write about the last time you…
Exercise
I exercised ﬁve days ago.

1

Watch TV

4

Cry

5

AU

2

Dance

Travel by boat

3

6

Listen to music

6

Make past questions using the prompts below. Then ask your partner the questions.

1. you / play football / yesterday?

2. you / talk to your mother / last night?
3. you / cook dinner / last week?
4. you / call a friend / today?
5. you / study English / on Friday?
SWIFTS
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SELF STUDY
1

Write the past simple form of the verbs.
live

play

laugh

walk

wash

carry

try

decide

ask

F

want

work
2

enjoy

Complete the sentences with the verb from the brackets in past tense.

1. My grandmother ……...........……… (visit) us last weekend.

ZE

2. I didn’t ……....……… (go) to school yesterday.

3. Alex ……....……… (study) really hard for his ﬁnal exams.

4. I ……....……… (play) tennis on the street when I was younger.

5. I ……....……… (want) to go to the cinema last night but I was sick.
6. Monet ……....……… (paint) a lot of beautiful pictures.
7. When I went outside, it ……....……… (start) to rain.

8. I ……....……… (try) to make friends at my new school.

9. I really ……....……… (enjoy) swimming when I was at school.
10. She ……....……… (love) the cake that you made.
3

Read and complete with the verbs from the box, then answer the questions.
cook

walk

look

watch

AU

enjoy

My name is Lisa. Last weekend, my friend and I
1
…….........………... a museum in the city. We 2…….........………...
there by bus but we got off at the wrong stop so we
3
…….........………... for half an hour to get to the museum.
We 4…….........………... on the way to get some coffee. In
the gallery we 5…….........………... at a lot of paintings and
sculptures. We really 6…….........………... walking around
and reading about the art. After that, we 7…….........………...
around the city to see the sights. On Sunday morning,
I 8…….........………... in bed until 11. I was tired! In the
afternoon, my mother 9…….........………... a delicious meal,
then we 10…….........………... a movie together.
1. Who joined Lisa on her trip to the city?
2. What did they do before going to the museum?
3. What did they enjoy at the museum?
4. What did Lisa do on Sunday?
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stop

visit

travel

tour

stay

SELF STUDY

4

Read the sentences and circle the time expressions.

1. Last week I visited my grandparents.
2. I passed my driving test last month.
3. There was a really great documentary on TV last night.

Put the time expressions from activity 4 in the right order on the timeline.

ZE

5

F

4. I travelled to Antalya two weeks ago.
5. My younger brother was born in 2015.
6. I cooked chicken for dinner the day before yesterday.
7. Your mother called ﬁve minutes ago, call her back!
8. We learned about WWII 3 days ago in history class.
9. I stayed in a really great hotel in Barcelona last summer.
10. Did you buy that phone a year ago?

Now

6

Write true sentences about what you did last weekend.

E.g: I travelled to Antalya / I didn’t travel to Antalya.

1. I …………………………………………………………… (watch) a documentary.
2. I …………………………………………………………… (visit) a museum.
3. I …………………………………………………………… (brush) my hair.
4.
5.
6.
7.

I …………………………………………………………… (listen) to music.
I …………………………………………………………… (play) computer games.
I …………………………………………………………… (study) English.

AU

I …………………………………………………………… (bake) a cake.
8. I …………………………………………………………… (call) my family.
7

Rearrange the words to make questions.

1. play / did / football / you / week / last ?

2. math / study / you / did / test / for / your ?

3. summer / travel / you / did / around / Turkey / last ?
4. bake / cake / that / she / did ?

5. visit / hospital / they / did / you / in ?

6. always / like / did / she / strawberries ?

7. carry / for / groceries / did / her / you / her ?
8. by yourself / try / did / you / do / it / to ?

9. want / did / always / you / be / to / a / doctor ?
10. wash / hair / did / you / night / last / your ?
SWIFTS
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Keep an eye out for different ways of spelling past tense verbs.
For example: travelled / traveled and focussed / focused
Also you may see some regular past tense verbs written with a ‘t’ instead of ‘’-ed”.
For example: learned / learnt and dreamed / dreamt
Elementary / Primary school
Have / Host / Throw a party

ZE

Buy / Purchase

I better / I need to
Kid / Child

Spin the decks / Spin records

AU

TASK

ur last
Talk about yo
ur family
yo
holiday with
you
m
ﬁl
or the last
watched.

Swift Progress Check: I can...
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Yes

No

Check

use past tense regular verbs.

Page 18

talk about ﬁnished past events and activities.

Page 19, 21

recognize and pronounce regular past verb endings.

Page 18
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UNIT FOUR

ZE

F

4

AU

Memories

Swift Look Unit 4
■
■
■
■
■
■

Speaking : Talking about your last holiday
Listening : A conversation about a birthday party
Reading
: An informal email about a birthday party; A short activity about a life story
Writing
: Writing about a past event
Grammar : Irregular past tense
Vocabulary : Birthdays, holidays and life events

1

Did you ever throw a big party? Where was the event held? Who did you invite?
I THREW A PARTY AND EVERYBODY CAME!

me, Pete (2)
my awesome party!!!

Hi Pete,
How are you? How is life in Spain? I heard that you like it there. I knew you would!

F

Everything is great here. School is ﬁne but we had exams last month. I thought I passed them all but I got
my results last week and I failed Maths. But I spoke to my teacher and he said he could help me.

ZE

Thank you for the birthday card! I’m sorry you missed my party. It was amazing! Everyone at college came to
it! It was on the terrace of the Tallest hotel so the views were fantastic! I wore my new fabulous shirt and cool
trainers that my mom bought for me. There was a DJ and he played really cool music, he even taught me
how to spin the decks! His decks were custom-made and really cool! Everyone danced all night. Their moves
were awesome. I felt so happy! I saw your ex-girlfriend at the party, she looked great! Nobody left the party
before it ended. Unfortunately, I lost my wallet on the way home but I didn’t have much money in it anyway.
P.S. I met your cousin last week, we went to a football match together. He said hello!
Well, I better get back to study! Write to me soon!
John

2

Look at the verbs in bold in past tense in the text above. Write the present tense of those verbs below.

Heard

Came

Left

Wore

Lost

Bought

Met

Spoke

Taught

Went

Could

Saw

Felt

Knew

AU

Thought

Swift Grammar

3

Listen to Mark telling Pete
about John’s party and correct
the mistakes in the sentences.
1. Mark didn’t go to John’s party.
2. Pete got pictures of John’s new shoes.
3. Mark felt okay after he ate.
4. Paul didn’t take pictures at the party.
5. Pete didn’t have a late night last night.

Past Tense - Irregular

Irregular verbs don’t take on the regular –d, -ed, or -ied spelling patterns, the negative and questions are
the same as regular past.
I played football. - I didn’t play football. - Did you play football?
I left early. - I didn’t leave early. - Did you leave early?
The past form of ‘CAN’ is ‘COULD’

I can play chess now - I could play chess when I was 7 years old.

4
24

What did you do for your last birthday? Write ﬁve sentences.

SWIFTS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6

What did you do on your last holiday? Make questions using the
prompts and ask a partner.
Where / go?
Who / go / with?
How / get there?
Where / stay? What / be / like?
What / weather / like?
What / do?

F

5

Read grandma’s story and ﬁll in the blanks with the verbs from the box in past tense.

to be x8 not have not be meet do work ask ﬁnish stay
not be decide live try love go ﬁnd help come swim have

ZE

I 1 ............................ born in a small village in the west of Ireland. Its name is
Enniscrone. My family 2 ............................ much money but we 3 ............................
happy. My mother 4 ............................ a housewife and my father 5 ............................
a farmer. My mother 6 ............................ six children so she 7 ............................
very busy! Each day after school, I 8 ............................ my mother with the
housework and then I 9 ............................ my homework. In summer, we 10
............................ to the beach and 11 ............................ all day!

AU

When I 12 ............................ school, I 13 ............................ to get a job but there 14
............................ any jobs in my village. I 15 ............................ to go to London to
ﬁnd work. My older brother 16 ............................ there so I 17 ............................ with
him. I 18 ............................ London. It 19 ............................ so big and exciting. At ﬁrst,
I 20 ............................ as a receptionist in a hotel but after a few months I 21
............................ a job in a library. It 22 ............................ there that I 23 ............................
my husband Pete. He 24 ............................ into the library and 25 ............................
about a book. It 26 ............................ my favourite book. The rest is history!

7

Today is Saturday, November 3rd 2018. The time is 20:00. Rewrite the sentences with a time phrase.

1. I went for a walk on 2/11/18.

6. I watched TV at 22:00 on 2/11/18.

2. I ate breakfast at 08:00 on 3/11/2018.

7. I graduated from high school in 2017.

3. I saw a movie in July.

8. I studied English at 14:00 on 2/11/2018.

4. I went to the theater in 2016.

9. I went to work on Saturday, October 27th.

5. I started university in October.

10. I played tennis in June.

SWIFTS
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SELF STUDY
Fill in the blanks in the chart below with the past tense of the verbs.
Hear

Come

Know

............................

Wear

Think

............................

Buy

Speak
Can
2

............................

............................
............................

Teach
See

............................
............................

Lose

............................

Meet

............................

Go

............................

Fill in the blanks with the past tense of the verbs
in brackets.

Feel

............................
............................
............................
............................
............................

I ............................... (go) to work on Saturday.

2.

She ............................... (think) about calling her mom.

3.

............................... she ............................... (try) to call her mom?

4.

We ............................... (not want) to go to school on Monday.

5.

Your granddad ............................... (not know) how to cook.

6.

............................... they ............................... (watch) TV last night?

7.

They ............................... (catch) a lot of ﬁsh at the weekend.

3

Make the sentences negative or
questions.

1. I took the bus to school.
........................................................................................... (-)
2. You wore a dress yesterday.
........................................................................................... (?)
3. She ate ﬁsh for dinner.
........................................................................................... (-)
4. Selim went to the cinema.
........................................................................................... (?)
5. We studied for the exam.
........................................................................................... (-)
6. They bought tickets.
........................................................................................... (?)
7. You cleaned your room.
........................................................................................... (?)
8. He broke his arm.
........................................................................................... (-)
9. It was a good movie.
........................................................................................... (-)
10. I played video games all weekend.
........................................................................................... (?)

ZE

1.

8. He ............................... (break) his arm last year.
9. Jamie ............................... (not hear) the news.

AU

10. ............................... you ............................... (see) that new movie?
4

Leave

F

1

Read the story about Melda’s childhood and ﬁll in the blanks with the past tense of the verbs in brackets.

When I 1 ........................ (be) a kid, I 2 ........................ (live) in Vancouver. It 3 ........................ (be)

a beautiful place full of green spaces. There 4 ........................ (be) parks and forests and

farms. I 5 ........................ (love) playing football in the park. In the evening, we 6 ........................
n.
(play) hide and seek in the forest, but only until the street lights 7 ........................ (come) on.
Then we had to go home. I 8 ........................ (be) a good kid. I always 9 ........................ (do) my
homework before I 10 ........................ (go) out to play. My friends 11 ........................ (think) I was a
nerd, but I 12 ........................ (like) school and 13 ........................ (not care). Those 14 ........................ (be)
the good old days when I 15 ........................ (not worry) about anything and I 16 ........................
(can play) and have fun.

5
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Write your own story about when you were younger.
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SELF STUDY

6

Read the text and answer the questions below.

Melis had a terrible day yesterday. It was the day of her vacation to Dubai
but it was a nightmare. She left the house at 10 o’clock in the morning and
caught a taxi to the airport.

F

Melis went to the check-in with her luggage. When the man who worked
for the airline asked for her passport, Melis became very upset. Where was
her passport? Melis realized she didn’t have her passport with her. What
a disaster! She jumped back into the taxi and told the driver to take her
home. The driver drove quickly and Melis arrived back at her house in
twenty minutes.

ZE

She ran into the house and started looking. She looked in the kitchen,
but it wasn’t there. She looked in her ofﬁce, but it wasn’t there. Finally, she
found her passport on the bedside table and left the house again. Where
was the taxi? It wasn’t there. “I don’t believe it. The taxi left!” she shouted.
She ran down the street and looked for another taxi. After a few minutes,
Melis found another taxi and told the driver to take her to the airport as
quickly as possible.

The trafﬁc on the roads was very bad and, unfortunately, Melis’ taxi arrived
at the airport late. Her plane left for Dubai at 11.30 and Melis missed it. She
was very sad and went to speak to the airline. They promised to get her a
seat on a different ﬂight and Melis went home in another taxi to wait.
1. Where was Melis going on vacation?

2. What time did she leave the house?
3. How did she get to the airport?

AU

4. When did she realize that she didn’t have her passport?

5. How long did it take to go back to her house in the taxi?
6. Where was the passport?

7. What did Melis discover when she went back outside?
8. How did Melis get to the airport the second time?
9. Why did she arrive late at the airport?
10. Why did Melis go home?

7

Melis’ ﬁrst day in Dubai was a great day. Write a short paragraph about what she did or saw.
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Make a video telling us about
a memorable day.

Yes

No

Check

use and understand irregular verbs.

Page 24

talk about special occasions from my past.

Page 25, 26

paraphrase a story about the past.

Page 27
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AU

Life
Experiences

Swift Look Unit 5
■
■
■
■
■
■

Speaking : Asking and answering questions about life experience
Listening : Listening to a phone conversation about travel experience
Reading
: A short reading about a girl’s experience in a new country
Writing
: A short writing about your achievements
Grammar : Present perfect tense with adverbs; Been / gone; ‘And, but and because’
Vocabulary : Past participle verbs; Life experiences

1

Have you ever been to a foreign country? Which countries have you visited?

Swift Grammar

Present Perfect Tense
Negative

Question

An action or situation that
I have lived in Istanbul
started in the past and
since 1989.
continues in the present.

I haven’t eaten yet.

Have you ﬁnished your
homework already?

An action performed
during a period that has
not yet ﬁnished.

She hasn’t completed
her report yet.

Has she written the article
already?

We haven’t been to
Bodrum yet.

Have you been to Greece
before?

She has written 3 books
so far.

A repeated action in
We have visited Antalya
an unspeciﬁed period
several times.
between the past and now.

ZE

I have just ﬁnished my
An action that was
completed in the very recent homework.
past, expressed by ‘just’.

F

Positive

SWIFT FOCUS

Use ever and never when you mean that you haven’t done or seen something in your life, or are asking if
someone has done or seen something before now. Use ever with haven’t and never with have.
I haven’t ever seen The Mona Lisa. or I’ve never been to the Louvre. Not I haven’t never been to Paris.
You can ask questions with ever: Have you ever been to Sivas? Have you been there in your life?

2

Make questions using the prompts and ask and answer them with a partner.
2. You / see / this
movie?

3. Your mom / go /
to the bank?

AU

1. You / go / to
Afrodisias?

3

4. You / eat / sushi?

5. She / travel /
abroad?

Prepare questions for your classmates from the prompts given in the box.

go skiing receive a birthday gift forget your friend’s birthday go paragliding eat something strange
meet a celebrity

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

30
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speak in front of public

play a trick on your friends

work somewhere

Swift Grammar

Been to / Gone

Been to

Gone

“been to” is used to describe completed visits. If you
If someone visits a place but has not come home, they
have visited a place on holiday and then returned you have gone there.
have been there.
She has gone to Dublin, she is coming back next week.

I haven’t been to Gaziantep before.

He hasn’t gone to Gaziantep, he's gone to Antakya.

F

She has been to the US on holiday three times.

Have you ever been to Santorini?

Look at the chart and ﬁll in the blanks
with ‘been’ or ‘gone’ in present
perfect.

1. A: Where is Jane? B: She ....................... to lunch.
2. I love travelling, I ....................... abroad three
times.
3. Is Dad home? No, he ....................... shopping.
4. I love Künefe, but I ................................. to Hatay.
5. I’m going to London on holiday. I’m really
excited because I .............................. to England
before.

Conjunctions

And

But

Because

Connecting
two parts of the
sentence.

Connecting two
opposing ideas.

Connecting the
reasons in the
sentences.

She is tall and
beautiful.

He is tall but ugly.

He plays
basketball
because he is tall.

Finish the following sentences in your own words using and, but or because.

AU

5

SWIFT FOCUS

ZE

4

Have you gone to Santorini yet or are you still in town?

1. I have never been to London but I have been to Barcelona.
2. I didn’t have breakfast this morning
3. You can’t park here
4. I have never watched a horror ﬁlm
5. We wanted to go to the concert
6. I knew I would be late for class
7. Wake me up early please
8. Burgers are delicious
9. Jane has eaten all of the cake
10. They visited Spain in January
6

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Write about your best achievements so far.
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SELF STUDY

Look at the past participles and ﬁll in the chart with the inﬁnitive and past simple forms of the verb.
Inﬁnitive (V1)

Past Simple (V2)

Past Participle (V3)

V1

V2

been

tried

gone

eaten

seen

drunk

traveled

given

left

driven

taught

won

bought

ZE

learned

GREEC E

V3

F

1

2

Listen to a phone call between Bill and Ted
and ﬁll in the blanks.

Bill: .............. you .............. the Parthenon yet?

Bill: The Greek ruins probably all look like things you ......... ............ before.

Ted: It ........... .......... a great vacation.

Ted: I ....... ................ some really good phrases to help me get around.

Ted: Okay, we ...... just ....................... at the Parthenon, gotta go!

3

Look at the reading below and complete the sentences using present perfect.

AU

Hey there! My name is Julia. I’m from America, but I ................... 1 [come] to Istanbul to
study Turkish. I ................... only ............ 2 [be] here for two months but I love it so far! I’ve
seen so much. Last week, I went to the Grand Bazaar and Hagia Sophia. They were
amazing, I .................. never .............. 3 [see] anything like them. I drank Turkish coffee for
the ﬁrst time in Üsküdar. It was the strongest coffee I .......... ever ........... 4 [drink]. And
ayran was so refreshing after eating a huge plate of döner. The city is the oldest
I’ve ever been to and the most interesting by far. The sea is so beautiful and the
architecture is unique and lovely. I went to Taksim last night and it was so crowded.
I .............................. 5 [not be] to Balat, but I .............................. 6 [hear] that there is a great place
for pide there. I have been studying a lot so I .............................. 7 [not have] much time to
see the city. Our teacher has given us a lot of homework, so I’m usually quite busy.
But, I’ve ﬁnished my homework for the weekend, so I’m going to Ortaköy tonight to
eat some kumpir. I ............................ 8 [not try] it so I’m really excited.
4

Complete the table with the things that Julia has done and hasn’t done.
Has done

32
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5

Complete the sentences with the time expressions from the box. More than one answer is possible.
for

since

three times

already
recently

yet
lately

just

this morning

for weeks / years

ever
so far

always

never

once

how long

this is the ﬁrst / second / third time

11. Have you ..................................... surfed?

2.

She has ..................................... arrived.

12. You have ..................................... been to Istanbul.

3.

They have lived in Turkey ......................................

13. I haven’t reached this level ......................................

4.

You have ................................. been to Paris before, right?

14. He has studied English ......................................

5.

He has started his new job ......................................

15. Our team has won the championship ..................................

6.

..................................... have you been asleep?

7.

We have seen this ......................................

9.

..................................... I have seen that ﬁlm.

10. She has ..................................... learned my name.
6

17. It has rained a lot ......................................

18. ..................................... have they been here?

19. I have stood against inequality ......................................
20. I have ..................................... loved you.

Answer the following questions.

Have you eaten your lunch already?
Have you ever been to China?
Have you ever ridden a horse?
Have you ever been on TV?
Where have you traveled so far?
What is the weirdest thing that you have drunk so far?
What has been the most interesting experience you have ever had?
Have you ever had an ugly haircut?
What instruments have you played?
What is the craziest thing you’ve ever done?

AU

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

16. ..................................... I have received this award.

ZE

8. Have I told you ..................................... that I love you?

F

I have ..................................... eaten.

1.

7

Ask a partner about their life experiences, for example: have you ever won an award?
Use the space below to write down your questions.

SWIFTS
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In English, there are more ways of saying something.
Today, World Englishes are recognised widely.
Sometimes the past participle is spelled differently in
British English and American English.

Have got and have gotten are both correct.

ZE

Traveled / Travelled
Learned / Learnt

TASK

AU

nd about
Interview a frie
sk lots of
A
y.
their life stor
questions.
How long have
For example:
ur city? Where
they lived in yo
eled? What
have they trav
ey played?
sports have th
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Yes

No

Check

talk about past experiences.

Page 30, 31

use the present perfect tense with adverbs.

Page 33

understand and follow a phone conversation.

Page 32

use ‘and, but, because’ in a sentence.

Page 31

write about my greatest achievements.

Page 31
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F

6

AU

Then ‘til
Now

Swift Look Unit 6
■
■
■
■
■
■

Speaking : About travel and university experience
Listening : Listening to a short conversation; Listening for mistakes in sentences
Reading
: A short conversation about travel experience; A student proﬁle about her educational experience
Writing
: Writing a dialogue
Grammar : Present perfect vs Past Simple
Vocabulary : Experiences

1

How many different countries have you been to? When did you go there?

2

Read the conversation between Mike and Lisa about where they have been
and answer the questions.

Lisa : How many European cities have you
been to?
Mike : I have been to ﬁve I guess.
Lisa : Have you been to Lisbon?
Mike : Yes, actually I have been there twice!
Lisa : Really? When was the last time you
went there?

Mike : I went there last July with my family.
Lisa : Did you have fun?
Mike : Yes, we had a lot of fun, it’s a great city.
Lisa : What did you do?
Mike : We visited all of the sights and we
relaxed on the beach!

Swift Grammar

Present Perfect Tense vs Past Simple Tense

Fill in the tense names and what they are used for.
Tense :
Used for :

Tense :

ZE

3

F

1. Which events are ﬁnished?
2. Which events are general experiences?

Used for :

I have lived in Istanbul since 1989.

She tried Chinese food in China last year.
When did he go to Ireland?
You phoned Sarah two minutes ago.
Did you sleep well last night?
They met in 2006, they got married in 2007.
Did they see Victoria yesterday?

She has tried Chinese food before.
He hasn’t been to Ireland yet.
You have just phoned Sarah.
Have you enjoyed yourself until now?
They haven’t met the ONE yet?
Have they seen Victoria today?

AU

I lived in Istanbul in 1989.

4

Complete the dialogue, then listen and check.

Merve : How long have you known Serpil?
Can
: Oh I guess, I ...................................... her since
I was a child.
Merve : Really? ....................... you always .....................
best friends?
Can
: Yes, we ...........................
Merve : How ............. you .............. her?

5

36

: I ............. her when I .................. elementary
Can
school. You see, we ................. to school together.
Merve : When .............. you ................... to ask her to
marry you?
Can
: About two years ago, after we
......................... university!
Merve : .............. she say yes right away?
Can
: Of course she ..................!

Now write your own dialogue with a partner using present perfect and past simple.

SWIFTS

6

Does your university have a magazine? Has anyone ever interviewed you about
your university experience?

7

Fill in the verbs in brackets in past simple or present perfect.

Student Proﬁle:
Name: Jane Smith
Age: 20
Department: Digital Art and Animation

ZE

F

About Jane
Meet Jane Smith. We 1 ............................ (select) Jane as this year’s leading example and most
inspirational student.
Jane 2 ............................ (be born) in Manchester but she 3 ............................ (move) to Liverpool with
her parents when she 4 ................ (be) ten. She 5 ............... (win) a scholarship to study in London
Art University two years ago and she has lived in London since then. Jane 6 ...............................
. (always be) interested in painting and drawing but when her parents 7 ............................ (buy)
her a computer for her 15th birthday, her interest 8 ........................... (change) to digital art and
animation. She 9 ............................ (design) many characters when she was younger but she 10
............................ (become) more professional since she 11 ............................ (start) university.
Jane 12 ..................... (win) a lot of art competitions since she 13 ........................ (start) university. Last
year she 14 ...................... (win) 1st prize in the Annual European Animation Awards for best new
artist. We 15 ........................ (meet) with Jane to ask her a few questions about her experience.

Why did you choose London Art University?
Firstly, I 16 ............................ (always love) this university and many talented artists 17 ...........................
(study) here. I 18 ............................ (choose) it because of its great reputation, in its animation
course in particular.
Jane,
how has
your
experience
been
at and
London
University?
8 19 Look
at the
sentences
from
thehere
article
answer
the questions.
It ............................ (be) amazing. I have learned so many new skills and techniques.
How did you feel when you won the European Animation Award?
It 20 ...................... (feel) incredible. I 21 ....................... (be) so shocked and grateful for the chance.

AU

Jane’s work can be seen in the Gallery of Modern Art on the campus until June 25th.

8

Look at the sentences from the article and answer the questions.

1. Where did Jane live when she was eight?
2. Where did Jane live when she was ﬁfteen?
3. Where does Jane live now?
4. When do we use the Present Perfect and when do we use the Past Simple?
9

Listen and correct the sentences about
Sean McLeod. Use the notepad to make notes.

Sean has been born in Dublin, Ireland.
Sean loved reading historical books.
Sean decided to study History when he was a child.
Sean has visited many art museums.
Sean has visited Istanbul Archaeological museum twice.
Sean paid a lot of money to study History at university.
Sean is in his ﬁrst year at university.
Sean has travelled around Europe twice.
Sean worked in the college library two years ago.
Sean ﬁnished his ﬁnal assignment last month.
SWIFTS
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1

Fill in the blanks with either Past Simple Tense or Present Perfect Tense.
I ................................. to Mersin last weekend. It was fantastic. (go)

2.

She ................................. at the party last night. I missed her. (be / not)

3.

Alex ................................. many interesting things so far. He is very successful. (do)

4.

I ................................. for many different organizations so far. (volunteer)

5.

I ................................. in my life. Not even a white one. (lie / never)

F

1.

6. 42 km is the longest I .................................. I am proud of myself. (run)
7.

I ................................. to that song many times this month. It is so beautiful. (listen)

8. Tim ................................. in a theater every year when he was a kid. (act)

ZE

9. I ................................. too much yesterday. (eat)

10. She ................................. one hour every day last summer. That’s how she lost weight. (swim)
2

Complete the following dialogue with either Past Simple Tense or Present Perfect Tense.
Father : Let’s watch the match tonight. ................................. (you / ﬁnish) your chores yet?

2.

Son : I ............ (ﬁnish) yesterday’s chores , but I ............................. (have / not) the time yet to do them today.

3.

Father : ....................................................... (you / do / already) your homework?

4.

Son : No, I ............................................ (come / just) home from school.

5.

Father : You .......................... (come) home from school two hours ago!

6.

Son : Well, but my friend Lara .................. (call) when I .............. (arrive) and I ..................... (ﬁnish / just) the phone call.

AU

1.

7.

Father : ............................ (you / see / not) Lara at school in the morning?

8.

Son : Yes, but we ............................. (have / not) time to talk then.

3

Fill in the blanks with either Past Simple Tense or Present Perfect Tense.

1.

Mehtap ............................ a car when she ............................ eighteen. She is a lucky girl. (get / turn)

2.

I remember, my younger sister ............................ really annoying when she ............................ a child. (be / be)

3.

A lot of car accidents ............................ at that intersection last fall. (happen)

4.

I ............................ a full-time job. I am still looking for one. (never / have)

5.

Selim’s favourite sport ............................ football; then he ............................ basketball. (be / discover)

6. I live in Jakarta now. I ............................ there for two years. (be)
7.

There ............................ a really good movie on TV last night. (be)

8. My kids ............................ to Moscow with me. (never / go)
9. He ............................ video games since he ............................ ﬁve. (play / be)
10. We ............................ to visit Indonesia. (always / want)
38
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4

Read the information about the grafﬁti artist ‘Banksy’ and ﬁll in the verbs in the correct tense.

A lot of Banksy’s artwork

8

F

Banksy 1 …….. (be) the alias of a famous street artist. He 2 …….. (be) famous for his controversial and political artwork
that can be seen on walls in different cities around the world. Banksy’s identity is still unknown but people
believe that he 3 …….. (be) born in Bristol in England around 1974. He 4 …..............................................….. (work) as a grafﬁti
artist since the 1990s. Back then he 5 …..............................................….. (paint) walls around Bristol and London. Banksy used
to work freehand but now he 6 ….......….. (use) stencils because he 7 ……............... (need) to work faster so that he isn’t
caught by the police and he can keep his identity a secret.

ZE

….......................….. (make) comments about today’s capitalist society. One of Banksy’s
famous pieces is called “Show me the Monet”. In this picture, Banksy 9 ….......................….. (recreate) the famous
painting by Claude Monet called “Bridge over a Pond of Waterlillies” (1899). In Monet’s painting, there is a natural
and peaceful scene of a garden pond with green grass and ﬂowers. In Banksy’s version, he 10 ….................….. (add)
two shopping trolleys and a trafﬁc cone to the pond to show his anger about pollution and people’s extreme
shopping habbits.
Banksy’s work 11 ……............................. (become) very popular around the world. Although he criticizes capitalism, his
work currently 12 ….........….. (sell) for huge amounts of money. In October 2018, at an auction in London, one of
Banksy’s pictures, “Girl with a Ribbon”, 13 …........….. (sell) for over 1 million pounds. Immediately after the sale, the
picture started to self-destruct. Half the picture was shredded. Banksy later 14 ……............... (post) a video of the event
on Instagram. He said that the shredder was secretly 15 …...............….. (build) into the picture in case it ever 16 …….............
(go) on auction.
5

Read the passage again and answer the questions.

AU

1. What is Banksy’s real name?

2. Where do people think Banksy was born?

3. What themes are common in Banksy’s work?
4. What is ‘Show me the Monet’ about?

5. How much money did ‘Girl with a Ribbon’ sell for?
6. What happened to the picture after it sold?

6

Choose one living famous person and write about their career.
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Tell your life story! What have you done?
Where have you been?

Swift Progress Check: I can...
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talk about my travel and university experience.

Page 36, 37

understand when to use past simple or present perfect tense.

Page 36

write a dialogue using present perfect and past tense.

Page 36

listen for mistakes in sentences.

Page 37
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UNIT SEVEN

ZE

F

7

AU

Try it on!

Swift Look Unit 7
■
■
■
■
■

Speaking : Talking about shopping habits and preferences
Reading
: A short reading about clothes and a longer reading about shopping habits in different countries
Writing
: Filling out an online checkout screen
Grammar : Polite requests
Vocabulary : Clothes and shopping

1

Do you like to go shopping? What are your favorite stores? Do you go shopping with your family?

2

Read about Sena’s favorite designer.

ZE

F

My favorite designer is Miray Tekin. She designs the most
beautiful clothes. She makes dresses and skirts from
cotton. They are so bright and colorful. She makes denim
jeans for men and for women. All the girls at my school
want to wear her jeans. The boys do too, but they’ll never
tell. She designs winter coats, but they are too expensive
for me. I do love her scarves, though, they are made from
the most beautiful silk. Her jumpers are made from wool
or cashmere and they are just perfect. She makes trousers
and shirts for businessmen and women, but I don’t wear
those because I don’t have a job. She doesn’t make things
like tights or leggings, but I don’t care because I can get
them cheaper from other places.

Fill in the blanks with the words in bold.

AU

3

4

Match one fabric type to a style of clothing. There is more than one right answer.
Trousers
T-shirts
Jackets
Jeans
Sweatshirts
Cardigans
Shorts

Cotton

Silk

Denim
Wool
Linen
5

42

Discuss your answers with a partner and give an example.
“I saw a pair of denim shorts in a shop yesterday.”

SWIFTS

6

What kind of things do you enjoy shopping for? What kind of
questions do you ask in a store? What kind of questions do
people ask you? How do you usually pay when you go shopping?

7

Look at the dialogue between Sema and the shop assistant.
Match the questions and the answers. Say who asks each question:
shop assistant or Sema.

2. Where are the ﬁtting rooms?
3. Have you got this in size small?
4. What is your return policy?
5. Can I have a receipt for that?
6. Can I help you with anything?

They are on the second ﬂoor..
You can return your item within thirty days with your receipt.
By card thank you.
Yes, the colour looks great on you! But it doesn’t ﬁt very well.
You should try a smaller size.
e. Not right now, I’m just looking!
f. Yes of course, here is your receipt. Have a good day!
g. No, we don’t have that size in stock but maybe you could try
our online store.

ZE

7. Excuse me! Do you think this suits me?

a.
b.
c.
d.

F

1. Would you like to pay by cash or card?

Look at the questions again and put them in the correct order to make a dialogue.

9

With your partner, practice saying the dialogue. You may add extra questions and answers if you wish.

10

What do you buy online? What are your favorite websites for online shopping?
What are some good things about online shopping? What are some bad things?

AU

8

11

Look at the online shopping website. Fill in the blanks on the checkout screens.

20% off your ﬁrst order use code BUYNOW
Checkout

Sort by

Item : ......................................................
Price : .....................................................

Price - low to high

1.

Price - high to low
Brand

Shipping Address

Style

Full Name

Size

2. ....................................................................
Billing information
Name on card

3. ....................................................................
4. ....................................................................

Address

Card Number

Discount code:

City / State

Expiration Date

...................................................................

Zip Code

CVC Number

Color

Popular

....................................................................

Total :

Phone Number

...................................................................

Tick the box if address same as
shipping address.

SWIFTS
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CITY LIGHTS

F

Istanbul
With one foot in Europe and the other in Asia, people of Istanbul live and work on two continents.
Their shopping habits reﬂect this as well. For food, they generally visit local street markets. These
street markets are open once a week and the local people can buy fresh fruits and vegetables
depending on the season. For their daily shopping, Istanbulians prefer either the small groceries
around the corner or discount chain stores. The same applies to shopping for clothing. Turkey
is heaven for clothing as the local manufacturers supply a great variety of styles in many colors
and fabrics, so, people can choose either to stroll around main streets in chain stores as well as
local shops or gather in big shopping malls. The shopping malls provide everything all in one
place, like big department stores and supermarkets. People can ﬁnd many different types of shops
and goods for every taste and budget there. Thus, more and more people prefer to combine
shopping for food and clothing by visiting those huge shopping malls.

ZE

London
In London, people are often so busy that they don’t have time to do shopping for food to cook at
home. They’ll often buy ‘ready-made’ meals. These are meals in a box or another container that
are frozen and then you cook them in a microwave. They are quick and easy and popular. You
can even buy microwave burgers! Some people do shopping for food on the weekends when
they will buy food for home. They will do shopping in a supermarket and will usually buy lots of
frozen vegetables and meats - not everything, but a lot. For clothes, high street shopping is
common. People will buy clothes from major shop outlets. Vintage shops are also popular for
people who like the style. In London, and in other places in England, there are lots of vintage stores
and people sometimes buy their clothes there. Charity shops are shops, where the money spent
by the customers goes to charity groups for people or animals and they often sell clothes which
have been donated by people.

AU

Portland
When people shop for food in Portland, they have a lot of different options. There are a lot of
natural food stores, regular grocery stores, and foreign markets. There are Mexican, Thai, Korean,
Japanese, Vietnamese, and Ethiopian shops. You can sometimes ﬁnd much cheaper staple foods
at those shops, but summer is really special. In the summer, there are dozens of farmer’s markets
all over the city. At the farmer’s markets people buy produce directly from the farmers and
meats from the people who raised the animals. Most of the products are organic and all natural.
Shopping for clothes is also a special experience. You can go to small shops that sell clothing from
only one designer and sometimes the designers will make clothing just for you. There are lots of
small independent stores and lots of people prefer those over department stores because the
clothes are higher quality and more unique.

1

Read the information and answer the questions.

1. Where do people from Istanbul usually buy their fruit and vegetables?
2. Where can you go for clothes shopping in Istanbul?
3. Why do Londoners often eat ‘ready-made’ meals?

4. What do Londoners buy a lot of from supermarkets?
5. Where can you buy second hand clothing from in London?
6. What is special about Portland in the summer?
7. Where do many people prefer to buy their clothes in Portland?

2
44

Look at the words in bold and ﬁnd out what they mean. Do you have the same things in your city?

SWIFTS

SELF STUDY

Look at the adverts and write what products they sell.

F

3

COLETTE’S BOUTIQUE

ELITE PROPERTIES

DRESS FOR SUCCESS

LUXURY LIVING MADE CHEAP

ZE

Opens every day
Free parking for customers.
Opening times:
10am – 10pm

2 bedroom ﬂat, currently
occupied. Ready to go if sold.
Call: 5557776655 for an
appointment.

MARK & DAVE’S OUTDOOR STORE

A PASSION FOR THE OUTDOORS

AU

Sale on NOW
25% 35% 50% off everything in store
Everything must go!
Hurry, sale ends on the 1st!

DANDY COFFEE HOUSE

HOT, FRESH, AND READY TO GO

Free Espresso Shot
with every order
Special offer – this week only

4

FRANNIE’S

EAT CLEAN, GO GREEN

Discounted Prices all year long
Bags for free with any purchase
Right Season Right Food

Are the sentences about the adverts True or False?

1.

Mark and Dave’s Outdoor Store’s sale ends this month.

T/F

2.

The Flat is not empty yet.

T/F

3.

The fruits and vegetables at Frannie’s are seasonal.

T/F

4.

You order any coffee and get one shot of espresso all year long.

T/F

5.

You have to pay to park your car at Colette’s Boutique.

T/F

6. The maximum discount at Mark and Dave’s is seventy-ﬁve percent off.

T/F
SWIFTS
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Mind your language.
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F

■ Words for different pieces of clothing
■ jumper / sweatshirt
■ trousers / pants
■ Fitting rooms / changing rooms
■ Fit / suit / look good
■ Favorite / wishlist
■ Sort / ﬁlter
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talk about my favourite clothes stores and clothing items.

Page 42, 43

make polite requests.

Page 43

ﬁll out an online checkout screen.

Page 43

understand an extended reading about shopping styles in different countries.

Page 44
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AU

Appearances &
Personalities

Swift Look Unit 8
■
■
■
■
■
■

Speaking : Describing people, talking about character and personality
Listening : Listening to descriptions of appearance
Reading
: A short personal description
Writing
: Writing short descriptions of people
Grammar : Adjectives of personality and appearance
Vocabulary : Adjectives for describing people

What do you look like? Describe yourself to your partner.

2

Read the descriptions of the people below.

This is Rob. He is bald. He
has dark skin and brown
eyes.

This is Mary. She has grey
hair and wears glasses.
She is old.

This is Omar. He has
a beard and moustache.

ZE

This is Jane. She has long
curly hair. She is young
and beautiful.

F

1

3

Listen to the descriptions and match them with the picture.

slim overweight beautiful ugly
handsome old young

middle-aged

bald

beard moustache

AU

long hair short hair straight hair

4

48

Using the adjectives above, describe the people below.

SWIFTS

curly hair blond brunette

dark-haired ginger (red headed)

Aristotle
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5

What are you like? Would you describe yourself as friendly, lazy, honest or serious?

6

Look at the adjectives to describe personality below. With your partner, discuss the words that you
know and look up the words that are new to you.

7

Decide if the adjectives are positive +,
negative - or neutral +/-

8

Describe yourself to your partner. Listen to
your partner, do you agree with their
description?

10

Nervous
Kind
Bossy
Nosy
Sociable
Lazy
Generous

Unkind
Funny
Mean
Silly
Clever

ZE

F

Curious
Careful
Innocent
Sensible
Aggressive
Annoying
Strange

Read the social media pages of four people and then try to describe their personality.

About Me:
My name is Kyle. I’m 22 years old and
I’m at university. I’m a member of
the Drama Club. I love acting. I also
enjoy socializing. I go out dancing
with my friends every weekend!

About Me:
I’m Daria. I’m in my ﬁnal year of high
school. In my free time, I love walking
in nature and reading books! I’m
a huge fan of Harry Potter! I don’t
really like going out to parties!

About Me:
My name is Ceyda and I’m a fashion
and travel blogger. I adore shopping
and going to fashion shows in cities
like Paris and Milan! I couldn’t live
without my phone! It’s my life!

About Me:
I’m Rob. I’m an adventure tour guide!
I’m an experienced rock climber
and deep sea diver! I love keeping
ﬁt and eating healthily! I also love
travelling to unusual places!

AU

9

Brave
Conﬁdent
Friendly
Honest
Pleasant
Serious
Quiet

SWIFT FOCUS

SWIFT FOCUS

About appearances: What do you look like?
I am tall, thin and I have blonde hair.
About personality: What are you like?
I am friendly, honest and sociable.

Fun: Adjective / noun-when you enjoy yourself
and have a good time.
Funny: Adjective-a situation, person or thing
makes you laugh.

Think about your hero. Who is it? What do they look like? What are they like? Describe your hero to
your partner.

SWIFTS
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1

Use one of the adjectives below to describe how the people in the pictures feel. There are some extras.

2

ZE

F

excited great interested joyful surprised angry awful bored confused disgusted frightened guilty hurt nervous sad

Fill in the blanks with a word from the box below.
selﬁsh

mean

social

bossy

polite

dishonest

clever

conﬁdent

sensitive

AU

1. My cousin Fatih often tells me what to do. He’s a bit .....................................
2. Patrick is very ..................................... He always does well in tests.
3. My neighbour is not generous. In fact, she is often quite .....................................
4. Önder is ..................................... that he will win the match. He’s trained a lot.
5. Don’t leave money on the table. Some people are .....................................
6. Don’t say unkind things to her. She’s very .....................................
7. My cousin Betül never shares with her friends. She’s so .....................................
8. Eda is very ..................................... She always says “Please” and “Thank you”.
9. Everything in my sister’s room is in the right place. She’s a very ..................................... person.
10. Tamer is a very ..................................... person. He loves hanging out with people.
3

50

Match the adjectives and nouns and write sentences.

Quiet

boy

E.g: He is a quiet boy, he rarely makes noise.

1. Curious
2. Innocent
3. Annoying
4. Brave
5. Serious
6. Friendly
7. Nosy
8. Unkind
9. Lazy
10. Funny

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

SWIFTS

child
student
brother
kitten
comedian
person
soldier
neighbor
sister
teacher

tidy

SELF STUDY
4

Read model Gökçe Eytemiz’s Model Proﬁle and correct the statements using the information below.

Model Proﬁle: Gökçe Eytemiz
Appearance: I have blonde hair and hazel eyes. I am slim and 1.70m. I haven’t
got any tattoos or scars.
Personality: My friends say I’m the funny one in the group, but I am very serious
and hardworking when I’m on the runway. I’m an extrovert and I’m always the
life of the party. I love meeting new people and make friends wherever I go.

F

Likes / Dislikes: I love trying new things! I’m the ﬁrst person to try a different food
or explore a new place. Music is my passion, I wish I could play an instrument, but
I never learned how. I don’t like sports much, but my husband is always taking
me to football matches.

ZE

About me: I‘m twenty-ﬁve years old and I graduated from university a few
years ago. I’m just starting my modeling career, and I hope to be successful. I’m
passionate about fashion and human rights.
1. Gökçe is very skinny. Gökçe is slim.
2. She isn’t a social person.

3. Gökçe isn’t very adventurous.
4. Gökçe is a good musician.

5. She has fun at football matches.
6. She is a successful model.
5

Using the questions below, interview a friend or family member.

1. What do you like the most about your appearance?

AU

2. What do you like least about your appearance?
3. What is your best personality trait?

4. What would you like to change about your personality?
5. What is your biggest skill?
6. What are you bad at?

6

Write a proﬁle about the person you interviewed.

Appearance

:

Personality

:

Likes / Dislikes :

SWIFTS
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Talk about your family members or friends.
Describe what they look like and what they are like.

Swift Progress Check: I can...
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describe peoples’ appearance and personality.

Page 48, 49

understand when people describe how a person looks.

Page 48

understand and use adjectives to describe people.

Page 48, 49, 50

write a description of someone I know.
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AU

How Do
You Feel?

Swift Look Unit 9
■
■
■
■
■

Speaking : About feelings and experiences
Reading
: About a professional surfer
Writing
: Reacting to social media; Describing abilities; Using intensiﬁers; Using adverbs and adjectives
Grammar : -ed / - ing adjectives; Adjectives & adverbs; Intensiﬁers
Vocabulary : Talking about feelings; Describing experiences

1

Talk to a partner. Look at the activities below. Which one is your favourite? How do they make
you feel when you are doing them?

1. Watching football
2. Reading books
3. Playing video games

Look at the eight sentences below. Which sentences describe things?
Which ones describe feelings?
The lesson was boring, so I fell asleep.
The book was confusing.
There was a shocking accident last night.
The trip from Melbourne was very tiring.

3

-ed / -ing adjectives

SWIFT FOCUS

Use the sentences above and choose the correct option.

RULES:

Remember, adjectives can
be similar and confusing.

ZE

Swift Grammar

I was bored, so I fell asleep.
She was confused by the book.
Everyone felt shocked by the accident last night.
They were tired after the trip from Melbourne.

F

2

4. Studying English
5. Doing exercise
6. Going to work

A person can be boring
and make people bored!

We use -ed / -ing adjectives to describe the way we feel.

We use -ed / -ing adjectives to describe the person or thing that makes you feel that way.

4

Read the sentences and choose the correct adjective.

AU

1. My friend and I were amusing / amused by the
funny ﬁlm.
2. It’s so frustrating / frustrated! I work so hard but I
keep failing my exams!
3. My brother is so exciting / excited because he won
the competition.
4. This play is so boring / bored! Let’s go!
5. This map is really confusing / confused. Can you
help me?
6. The comedian was really amusing / amused. We
laughed a lot.

5

Look at these social media statuses. How do you think they feel? Write a response.

OMG! I got accepted into
Oxford!!! ENGLAND, HERE I
COME!!!!!!!!!!!!

54

7. The holiday was fun but really exhausting /
exhausted!
8. I was really frightening / frightened when I saw
the lion!
9. I’m sorry but I can’t go to the match. I’m
completely exhausting / exhausted.
10. We’re going to Amsterdam next week! It’s so
exciting / excited!
11. I hate long car journeys, I’m always really boring /
bored.
12. She looked very confusing / confused when I
showed her the maths problem.

SWIFTS

Breaking news: Italy has left
the European Union. Check
back for live updates.

Y’all. I just heard a mouse in my
ﬂat. Ewwwwwwwwwwwww!

6

Look at the bold words in the sentences below and complete the chart.

He is a bad driver.
He drives poorly.
She is patient when waiting.
She waits patiently.
She manages her business successfully.
She manages a successful business.
He listens carefully.
He’s a careful listener.

Adverbs

Adjectives & Adverbs

F

Swift Grammar

Adjectives

Adverb and adjective words can look similar but we use them in different ways.
Complete the rules below. Use the sentences above to help you.

Rule: adverbs describe a noun / verb.
adverbs come before / after a verb.

ZE

Rule: adjectives describe a noun / verb.

7

Look at the reading below and choose the correct adjective or adverb.

Professional Surfer Carly Smith tells us a little about herself!

AU

My name is Carly Smith and I’m a professional surfer from Hawaii. My father was a 1 successful
/ successfully surfer and he taught me how to surf when I was four years old. I was already
a really 2 good / well swimmer, so I learned how to surf very 3 fast / fastly. But of course I
wasn’t very 4 good / well at surﬁng at ﬁrst. I surfed quite 5 bad / badly for a few years until
I started to take it more 6 serious / seriously. After that, I trained every day and 7 quickly /
quick became more skilled at it. I entered and won my ﬁrst competition when I was eleven
years old. I felt so 8 happy / happily that I knew I wanted to be a professional surfer. I think
surﬁng is the best feeling in the world. Sometimes you need to wait 9 patient / patiently for
hours for a swell to come but when it does, it is always worth the wait. Last year I opened
my own surﬁng school in my hometown. So far, we have over one hundred students so I’m
a little10 busy / busily these days. The students are all so 11 enthusiastic / enthusiastically
but they are not very 12 skillful / skillfully yet. Next year, with a lot of practice, I hope they
will be able to surf quite 13 impressive / impressively. I have faith in them!

Swift Grammar

Intensiﬁers

9

Use the intensiﬁers from the
box to write sentences.

Intensiﬁers tell you something about an adjective.
For example: My father is a hard worker. How hard does he
work? He works very hard.

8

Find the intensiﬁers in the text above and put them in order
in the box below.

A.
B.

Intensiﬁers

1.
2.

C.
D.

3.
4.
SWIFTS
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1

Choose the correct option in the sentences.

1. The match was so excited / exciting!
2. I was very interested / interesting in the lecture.
3. The meal was satisﬁed / satisfying.
5. My little brother is annoyed / annoying at me.
6. I hate that show. It’s boring / bored.

F

4. My exam results were surprising / surprised.

7. Math is my least favorite lesson. I’m always confusing / confused.

8. I thought the ﬁlm would be better. I’m disappointed / disappointing that it isn’t.

ZE

9. I can’t stand asparagus. It’s disgusted / disgusting.
10. That comedian was fun / funny.
2

Look at the pictures and describe them using an adjective.

2.

AU

1. Football is boring.

56

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

SWIFTS
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3

Complete the table below.
Adjective

Adverb

4

Match the adverbs in the table with a verb
from the list below.

1.

Speak ………...................….

2.

Dance ………...................….

Good

3.

Drive ………...................….

Fast

4.

Walk ………...................….

Bad

Beautiful
Quick

Serious
Angry

1.
2.
3.

7.

Yell ………...................….

8. Act ………...................….

9. Play basketball ………...................….
10. Swim ………...................….

Make sentences with the verb phrases from exercise 4.

AU

4.

Sing ………...................….

ZE

Honest

5

5.

6. Write ………...................….

Careful

Hard

F

Slow

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

6

What can you do well? What can’t you do well? Describe your abilities.
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K N OW

Mind your language.

F

■ Quite can have different meanings.
■ In American English, it means only “a lot”.
■ In British English, it can mean “some, a lot, or not at all” depending on context.
■ In America, a “mean” person is unkind, but in the UK a mean person is someone
who doesn’t like to spend money, or a bad person.

ZE

■ “Seriously” can be used as an intensiﬁer that also means “very”.

TASK

AU

Write about
u
something yo
are
or
ng
oi
d
y
enjo
good at.
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Yes

No

Check

use -ed and -ing adjectives correctly.

Page 54

talk about my feelings.

Page 54, 56

understand the difference between an adjective and an adverb.

Page 55

respond to social media statuses.

Page 54
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UNIT TEN

ZE

F

10

AU

Compare &
Contrast

Swift Look Unit 10
■
■
■
■
■

Speaking : Talking about friends and places
Reading
: About a best friend; Information about cities
Writing
: Information about cities; Describing places
Grammar : Adjectives; Comparatives; Superlatives; Comparatives with ‘as…..as’
Vocabulary : Friends and places; Describing character; Describing cities; Useful phrases

1

Who is your best friend? What are they like? Are you similar or different?

2

Read the text and ﬁll in the blanks with the words below.
got

since

sweetest

unstylish

always

more

believe

My best friend’s name is Melike. We’ve known each
other 1 …..............……. we were children. When we were
in primary school and middle school, we were
inseparable. We ate lunch together, we studied
together, we played together. She is the nicest,
2
…..............……. person I know. She’s tall and she’s
3
…..............……. long brown hair. She’s the same age
as me, twenty years old. Melike 4 …..............……. wears
the cutest clothes so I take her shopping with me.
I am so 5 …..............……. She’s really innocent though.
Sometimes people take advantage of her. She’ll
pay for anyone’s lunch if they ask, even if they can
pay for it themselves. She’d give you the shirt off her
back if you asked her to, although no one ever has.
She’s much 6 …..............……. conﬁdent than I am and
she’s so brave. She went skydiving last year, and
didn’t bat an eyelash. She wasn’t scared, she just
put on her parachute and jumped. I was supposed
to go too, but I chickened out. I was way too scared
and actually threw up during the orientation. She’s
not like her sister at all. Her sister, Duygu, is bossy
and mean. She even tells their mom what to do.
I couldn’t 7 …..............……. it when I saw it, but it’s true.
Duygu 8 …..............……. shares anything with anyone.
One thing I can’t understand is that Duygu was so
popular in high school and Melike wasn’t.

AU

ZE

F

never

3

Look up the words and phrases from the text
above, then use them in sentences about your life.

1. Inseparable

2. Take advantage

3. Give the shirt off her back
4. Bat an eyelash
5. Chicken out

6. Supposed to go
5

60

Write a paragraph about your best friend or a very
close family member.

SWIFTS

4

What other words were new vocabulary?
Write the word and its deﬁnition in the
vocabulary notepad.

6

Fill in the blanks with the comparative
and superlative forms of the adjectives.
Adjective

Comparative

Superlative

7

Look at the sentences and ﬁll in the blanks with the
comparative or superlative form of the adjective
provided.

1. Istanbul is

big

2. New York is

small

3. Mount Everest is

easy

(crowded) London.
(high) mountain.
(tall) John.

F

4. Bill is

fast

(beautiful) city in the world.

5. Math is

Swift Grammar

(boring) English.

Comparatives with ‘as….as’

Example:

ZE

You can use isn’t as … as or as … as instead of a comparative to show that things are the same or different.

New York is more crowded than London.
London isn’t as crowded as New York.

Birsu and Sena are both 36.
Jane is as old as Sally. Sally is as old as Jane.

8

Look at the sentences below and complete the missing words.

AU

Bill is taller ..................... John.

Bill isn’t ..................... short ..................... John.

Lamb is more ..................... than chicken.

Chicken ..................... as expensive as lamb.

She ..................... tidier than Birol.

She .......................... messy as Birol.

9

Rephrase the sentences with a comparative adjective or use as … as.

1. Greece is smaller than Canada.
Canada isn’t as small as Greece. / Greece isn’t as big as Canada.
2. My bedroom is bigger than my sister’s.
3. Paris isn’t as far away as Mexico.

4. My bag weighs the same as yours.
5. You aren’t as old as me.
6. My phone is newer than yours.

SWIFTS
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Reword the sentences using as … as or not as … as.

1.

Galata Tower is taller than the Hagia Sophia
mosque.
…………………………………………………...................................…………..

2.

Ceren makes more money than Hayriye.
Künefe is better than Katmer.

8. Siberia is colder than Antalya.
9. Istanbul is bigger than London.

…………………………………………………...................................…………..

10. Real Madrid and Manchester United are both very
good teams.
…………………………………………………...................................…………..

Look at the table below and compare New York, Istanbul, and Tokyo. Use comparatives and superlatives.

AU
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…………………………………………………...................................…………..

ZE

…………………………………………………...................................…………..
2

Swimming is more fun than playing football.

…………………………………………………...................................…………..

…………………………………………………...................................…………..
5.

7.

We are the same height.
…………………………………………………...................................…………..

4.

…………………………………………………...................................…………..

She has more books than I do.
…………………………………………………...................................…………..

3.

6. Tea is better than coffee.

F

1

New York

Istanbul

Tokyo

Size

783.84 km2

1,539 km2

2,187.66 km2

Population

8,622,698

15,029,231

13,839,910

Age

120

565

150

1.

6.

2.

7.

3.

8.

4.

9.

5.

10.
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3

Read the text and mark the sentences True (T) or False (F).

1. The writer and his friend always travel together.
2. Gary likes to explore different places.
3. The writer isn’t as tall as Gary.

T/F

T/F
T/F
T/F

ZE

4. The writer complains a lot, like Gary.

5. Gary doesn’t like to go to unusual places.
4

F

Next week, my best friend Gary and I are going on holiday together. It’s the ﬁrst time we will go on holiday
together and I’m a bit nervous. Gary and I have known each other for a long time, but we are quite different.
Gary isn’t as adventurous as me, and he might not enjoy exploring all the different places that I want to go to.
We are going to Thailand and one of the ways to travel around the country is by using little minibuses between
towns. Gary is taller than me and I know he won’t be as comfortable as me when we’re travelling around. This
isn’t a big problem for me, but Gary complains more than me and I don’t want to listen to his complaining all
the time. It’s interesting because Gary actually travelled a lot but he usually goes to typical tourist countries, like
Spain and Greece so he is better than me about organising everything so that will be useful. I hope that we’ll
be ok when we travel together!

T/F

Find adjectives in the text and complete the chart below.
Adjective

Comparative form

Superlative form

Use the adjectives from the chart to write sentences below.

6

Choose 3 people in the picture below. Give them names and compare them to each other.

AU

5
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Record yourself comparing two
things (ideas: restaurants, cafès,
neighbourhoods, work and school,
rooms at home etc.)

Yes

No

Check

describe friends and places and their differences.

Page 60, 61, 62

understand the meaning of words and phrases in context.

Page 60

compare things using ‘as….as’.

Page 61, 62

understand information about different cities.

Page 62
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ZE

F

11

AU

Let’s
Bus It!

Swift Look Unit 11
■
■
■
■

Listening : Booking a room, booking transportation
Reading
: Holiday problems
Grammar : Object Pronouns
Vocabulary : Travel

Swift Grammar

Object Pronouns

Object pronouns are used when the noun is the object
of the verb (the receiver of the action.)

I
You
He
She
It
We
They

Me
You
Him
Her
It
Us
Them

2

Match sentences 1-4 with sentences a-d.

1.
2.
3.
4.
3

Can you tell me my future?
I saw you on the bus.
Cansu invited him out for dinner.
You are going to meet her soon!
Does she like coffee? She loves it!
Dad is going to bring us for icecream.
You should be careful of them.

1. Mert always listens to Jazz music. .......... enjoys
.......... a lot.
2. My friend has two pet turtles. .......... feeds ..........
twice a day.
3. My sister has a car. .......... drives ....... to school
every day.
4. My friends and I love our teachers. .............
always help ......... with our problems.
5. Cansu loves Mert but .......... doesn’t love ...........
6. I love playing with my cat but ......... doesn’t
love playing with ...........

F

Object
Pronoun

Complete the sentences with subject
or object pronouns.

ZE

Subject
Pronoun

1

a.
b.
c.
d.

I love my dog.
I’m not speaking to Cansu.
Mert always respects his teachers.
Cansu and I like speaking to our teachers.

He respects them.
We like speaking to them.
She isn’t speaking to her.
I love it.

Choose the correct option from the dialogues below.

“Is she marrying Harun?”

AU

“Yes, he is in love with him / her / she!”

“Look at Can! He seems so happy.”
“His parents bought him / it / them an iPad for his birthday!”

“Excuse me, your friend is being very noisy!”
“Sorry, I’ll ask it / he / him to be quiet.”

“Can you tell me who Humeyra is?”
“Sorry, I don’t know him / she / her / it.”

“Do you like hot dogs?”
“I love them / it !”

“Where is my football?”
“I think I saw him / it / me in the corridor.”
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Listen to Penny make her room reservation and match the words to make phrases.
a. bathroom
b. transfer
c. tours
d. street
e. service
f. center
g. the sights
h. ﬂight
ı. a room
j. calls

1. ..... city
2. ..... main
3. ..... shared
4. ..... book
5. ..... wake up
6. ..... daily
7. ..... room
8. ..... see
9. ..... return
10. ..... airport

Look at the schedules below. Which would you choose: bus, train, or plane?

ZE

5

F

4

Bus Schedule:
Istanbul -> Athens

Train Schedule:
Istanbul -> Athens

Plane Schedule:
Istanbul -> Athens

Departure time: 06:00
Stops:
Plovdiv, BG - 3 hours
Thessaloniki, GR- 1 hour
Arrival time: 04:00 +1 day

Departure time: 23:00
No stops
Arrival time: 12:00 + 1 day

Departure time:
07:00 from SAW
Direct ﬂight
Arrival time: 08:30

Cost: €50 one way

Cost: €150 round trip

AU

Cost: €25 one way

6

Listen to Penny booking transportation from Istanbul to Athens and ﬁll in the blanks below.

TA

: Thank you for calling Horizon Tourism, how can I help you?

Penny : Hi, I’d like to 1 ............. tickets from Istanbul to Athens.
TA

: No problem, how are you 2 ...................................? By bus, train, or plane?

Penny : That 3 ................ How much are plane tickets?

TA

: They are €1504 .............................., train tickets are €50 one way, bus tickets are €25.

Penny : Hmmm. Does the price for bus tickets include the 5 ..................................?

TA

: No, the return ticket 6 ............... the same.

Penny : Okay, how long is the trip 7 ...... bus?
TA

: It 8 ............. 22 hours. There is one 9 ................. in Plovdiv and one in Thessaloniki.

Penny : That’s so long! How long is the train 10 .............?

TA

: It’s 13 hours. It 11 ................. at 23:00 from the train station in the city center.

Penny : Where does the plane depart from and at what time? Oh, and is it a 12 .................. ﬂight?
TA

: It 13 ................ from Sabiha Gökçen at 7am, and yes it is.

Penny : Well, the plane tickets are too 14 ....................... and the departure time is awful. The bus trip takes too long,
and I don’t like busses anyway. I guess I’ll 15 ............. the train.
SWIFTS
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Fill in the tables and give an example.

Subject
Pronoun

I

Object
Pronoun

Possessive
Adjective

I’m tired.

My

She loves him.

ZE

Him

My father is
tired.

F

1

That’s their
house.

AU

Their

2

Read the text and ﬁll in the blanks with the correct pronoun or possessive adjective.

Last winter, my friends and I booked a holiday to Beirut. The travel agent told us that the weather there would
be around 10 degrees and cloudy, maybe there would be some rain. He couldn’t have been more wrong. When

1

….....… plane landed, it must have been 30 degrees! 2….....… had left all of 3….....… warm weather clothes at home

because the travel agent told 4….....… that it wouldn’t be very hot and 5….....… believed him. Fortunately 6….....… found
a shop selling sun cream and hats and were able to buy some at the airport. Then when we got to 7….....… hotel,
8

….....… was run-down and our room was ﬁlthy! We were so mad at the travel agent that 9….....… decided to call

10

….....… and complain. 11….....… didn’t care at all and told 12….....… that we would have to ﬁnd a solution on our own.

The room’s windows didn’t open and 13….....… didn’t have air conditioning. Next, we went to the hotel manager
to complain, but 14….....… told 15….....… that there weren’t any other rooms available. We decided to leave that hotel

and ﬁnd somewhere else. There was a nice hotel down the street and so we went there and asked if 16….....… had
any rooms available for us. 17….....… had two rooms with windows that open and air conditioning, so we spent the
extra money and booked the rooms. The good news is that even though the ﬁrst day was a total nightmare, the
rest of 18….....… holiday was excellent.
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3

Complete the phrases below with words you have learned in this unit.
6. Book a

2. See the

7. Wake up

3. Return

8. Daily

F

1. City

4. Main

9. Room

5. Shared

Which phrases would you use for the categories below?

ZE

4

10. Airport

Transport

AU

At the hotel
5

Write a sentence for each phrase above.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
SWIFTS
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F

When you are traveling, you meet people from many different places.
Here are some useful synonyms:
luggage / bags / suitcases / backpack
all inclusive / package holiday

pick (me) up and collect (me)
sun screen / cream
factor / SPF

swimsuit / swimming suit / bathing suit
shorts / trunks
To book and make a reservation

ZE

vacations / holidays / excursions
one way / round trip, single / return

TASK

ay

AU

ur last holid
Write about yo
experience.
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Yes

No

Check

use object pronouns correctly.

Page 66, 68

understand schedules for different kinds of transportation.

Page 67

understand a conversation with a travel agent.

Page 67

write sentences using new phrases I have learned.

Page 69
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ZE

F

12

AU

Hitting
The Road

Swift Look Unit 12
■
■
■
■
■

Speaking : Travel preferences
Reading
: Tours and trips
Writing
: Weather forecasts
Grammar : Going to for the future
Vocabulary : Travel; Weather

LET’S HIT THE ROAD
Have you ever been on a tour in a different city? Where did you go? W
What did you do?

1
2

Jamie and Cansu are on the same bus to Cappadocia. They are talking about their plans
for their trip. Read the dialogue between them and ﬁll in the missing verbs.
go

stay

visit

love

explore

take

see

pick up

eat

enjoy

Jamie: Oh yes, I think we are going to stop there on the
way home. So, what are you going to 7 .............. on the red tour?
Cansu: Well, my tour guide is collecting me at 9:30 and
then we are going to stop off at Üçhisar castle to take
photos. Next we are going to visit Göreme open air
museum. After that we are going to 8 ........................ the old
cave village Çavuşin. For lunch, we are going to 9 ...................
ﬁsh at a local restaurant and then we are going to see a
pottery demonstration in Avanos.
Jamie: Wow, you are going to have a busy day!
Cansu: Yes, and that’s not all! We are also going to visit
Paşabağ to look at the fairy chimneys.
Jamie: Great! I am going to 10 ........................ the red tour the
day after tomorrow so you can tell me all about it!
Cansu: Well, it looks like we are arriving! I hope you are
going to 11 ....................... your trip.
Jamie: You too! Let’s meet up tomorrow evening for a
coffee so that we can talk about
out our tours!
Cansu: Sure! Let’s do that!

AU

ZE

F

Cansu: Hi, good evening.
Jamie: Good evening to you too!
Cansu: Is this your ﬁrst time going to Cappadocia?
Jamie: Yes, it is! I’m so excited!
Cansu: Are you going to 1 ........................ in a cave hotel?
Jamie: Yes, I am! It’s called Fairy Lights cave hotel.
Cansu: Oh, how strange, me too.
Jamie: Cool! Have you been to Cappadocia before?
Cansu: Yes, once but I didn’t get to see everything. Last
year I went on the green tour, so tomorrow I’m going to
2
...................... on the red tour.
Jamie: Oh really! I’m going to go on the green tour
tomorrow.
Cansu: Great! I think you are going to 3 ....................... it! I did!
Which tour company are you going with?
Jamie: They’re called Oz tours. They are going to 4..................
me ........... at 9 in the morning. First, we are going to see
the underground city Derinkuyu. Then, we are going to
hike through Ihlara valley. Then, for the last stop we’re
going to 5 ........................ Selime Monastery.
Cansu: Sounds great. Are you going to 6 ........................ at
Pigeon valley for pictures? There is a great view from
there.

stop

Swift Grammar

Be going to

Be going to
Positive

I am going to watch the
Is used to talk about plans
match tonight.
and intentions, usually
when the decision has
She is going to be a
already been made.
teacher one day.

Negative

Question

I am not going to be late
this time.

What are you going to
be when you grow up?

We aren’t going to travel
by bus.

Is he going to buy that
car soon?

Look at those clouds. It’s
going to rain!

You aren’t going to fail.
Is used when we can see /
Who’s going to win the
predict that something is
He’s going to be a brilliant She isn’t going to win that match tonight?
likely to happen.
dancer.
game.

Going to is sometimes
shortened to gonna,
in very informal
conversations, especially
when we speak quickly.
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Nothing’s gonna change
my love for you.

I’m not gonna go to work
today.

Are you gonna be my
girl / boy?

Look at the weather
forecasts and say
what type of
weather it is.
Adana

4

Weather forecasts!
Sunny
Hot
Snowy
Warm
Cloudy

Rainy
Chilly
Foggy
Thunderstorms
Hailstones

Look at the forecasts and say which day is best for the following activities:

For a beach holiday
For going on a cycle tour
For going out for a coffee

ZE

A

has
Every cloud .
g
in
n
li
a silver

F

3

For going for a hike

Blake Riley’s Travel Blog
Bagless in Bali!

PACKING LIGHT!

AU

Well, I have arrived in Bali safely but unfortunately
waited at the baggage reclaim for over
rtunately my baggage has not! I waite
an hour, but my bag was not there. I then went to the information desk and they told me that my bag was on its
way to Paris and it is going to take a week to get it back. I have heard about this happening to other people but
it’s the ﬁrst time I have experienced it. Unfortunately, when I got there, there was a crazy thunderstorm and it
was pouring down rain. So when I was waiting for the bus, I got soaking wet! It’s a bad start to my trip but I don’t
want to let it ruin my holiday. I only have the clothes that I’m wearing so that means I need to go shopping!! I’m
staying in Bali for 2 weeks and I have a lot of activities planned. It is very hot here in Bali and my skin is very pale
so I need to buy some factor 50 sun cream and a sun hat. That is the most important thing. I had four pairs of
shorts and a few T-shirts in my bag so I need to buy some of those too. I am going to go surﬁng tomorrow so I
need to buy swimming trunks and goggles. I think I am going to buy a snorkel too! I am going to meet up with
a friend that I met while travelling for dinner tomorrow night so I need to buy more formal clothes too, like a
shirt and trousers. Oh and I need to buy sandals too! I hope I can ﬁnd some good shops here! Wish me luck!!
5

Read Blake’s travel blog entry and answer the questions.

1. How long did Blake wait for his bag at the airport?
2. What happened to Blake’s bag?
3. Has this happened to Blake before?
4. Does Blake have any extra clothes?
5. What does Blake need to do now?
6. What are the most important things that Blake needs to buy?
7. What does Blake need to buy for surﬁng?
8. Why does Blake need to buy formal clothes?

6

Answer the questions with a partner.

1. Do you like travelling?
2. What is your favourite type of holiday?
3. What do you do on holidays?
4. Do many tourists visit your country?

7
1.
2.
3.
4.

Describe a tourist attraction you once visited.
Talk about:
when you visited it.
where it is.
what the weather was like.
who you went with and say what about it you like the most.
SWIFTS
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What are the different types of weather?

2

Look at the weather forecast for the week and write sentences using going to.

AU

ZE

F

1
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TEA LEAF READING

F

Welcome to the fortune teller’s room! Today, you
are going to learn your future! Tea leaf reading is
a way to tell the future by reading the tea leaves
from a cup of tea. The tea leaves in the cup can tell
you about the future of your life... Are you going to
fall in love? Win the lottery? Get a new job?

3

ZE

...So, what’s in your cup? What are the leaves going
to say about you?

Amina is going to visit a tea leaf reader and is going to have her fortune told. Read the dialogue
and complete the gaps with the correct form of ‘going to’.

Fortune teller: So, today 1 .............................. (we) read your future.
Amina: Yes, please. 2 .............................. (it) be difﬁcult?

Fortune teller: I don’t think so. Is there anything you want to know?
Amina: Well, 3 .............................. (I) get a new job?
Fortune teller: Do you want a new job?

AU

Amina: Yes, I do! What can you see?

Fortune Teller: Hmmm, well I can see 4 .............................. (you) get a new job!
5

.............................. (you) be a doctor!

Amina: A doctor! 6 .............................. (I) be a doctor!

Fortune Teller: Yes! Yes! And 7 .............................. (you) meet someone special!

Amina: Someone special!? 8 .............................. (he) be a doctor, too?
Fortune teller: Yes! Yes! And 9 .............................. (he) ask you to marry him!

Amina: 10 .............................. (we) get married!?

Fortune teller: Yes! Yes! 11 .............................. (you) get married in September!
Amina: 12 .................. my parents 13 ..................... come?

Fortune teller: Yes! 14 .............................. (they) come and be very happy!
Amina: Wow, what else 15 .............................. happen?

Fortune teller: Let’s see….I see, I see….money! 16 .............................. (you) get money!
Amina: 17 .............................. (I) get money! A lot of money?
Fortune: ...hmmm about $50!
Amina: $50!!! That’s great!
Fortune teller: ... and, and 18 .......................................................... (you) give it to me! Thank you very much!
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Role-play a group of friends going on a holiday.

Swift Progress Check: I can...
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Yes

No

Check

use “going to” to talk about the future.

Page 72

talk about different kinds of weather.

Page 73, 74

make a weather prediction.

Page 74

talk about a tourist attraction I have been to.

Page 73
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The Master
Plan

Swift Look Unit 13
■
■
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■

Speaking
Listening
Writing
Grammar

: Plans for the week
: Weekday schedule
: Plans for a holiday
: Present Continuous for the future

Swift Grammar

Present Continuous for the Future

The present continuous is used to talk about actions as they are happening BUT we can also use it to talk
about arrangements in the future. When present continuous is used for the future, there is usually a time
phrase to show when the action will happen.
1

Look at the calendar and write the date or the time expression.

F

1. November 10th 2018 is next month.
2. In two years
3. 24/10/18

Today

5. Tomorrow night

Tomorrow

ZE

4. December 2018

6. 11/10/2018 07:00
7. Tonight

8. Next year

9. March 2019

10. In nine months

2

Use the prompts to make questions about your summer vacation.

1. When / you / go?

When are you going to go?

AU

2. Where / you / go?

3. How / you / get there?
4. Who / you / go / with?
5. Where / you / stay?
6. What / you / do?

7. What / you / see?
8. What / you / eat?
3

78

Answer the questions and then tell your partner about your plans for
your summer vacation.

SWIFTS

Next Week
Next Month

AS BUSY

AS A BEE

4

Do you have a busy schedule? What are you doing this week?

5

Listen to Ayşe talking about her university schedule this semester and answer the questions.

1. What is Ayşe studying?

3. What is her favourite class?

2. How many classes is she taking?

4. What is Ayşe doing in her free time?

Listen again and ﬁll in the missing information.

Time
9:00

Monday

Tuesday

3D Drawing

10:00

Wednesday

Thursday

Art History
Environmental Design

11:00

Friday

F

6

Class breakfast

12:00

Building Construction

13:00
14:00

Lunch

15:00

Study

16:00

Study

17:00

Study

18:00

Lunch

Lunch

Study

Environmental Design

ZE

Art History

Creative Writing

Lunch

Computer Applications

Basketball practice

19:00

Essay

20:00

Essay

Dinner with friends

Essay

e

hedul

AU

c
Your S
Time

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

9:00

10:00

11:00

12:00

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

20:00
7

Fill in your schedule and tell your partner about it.

1. Talk about your schedule.
2. Talk about your classes.

3. Talk about your favourite teacher.
4. Talk about other free time activities.
SWIFTS
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SELF STUDY

Look at the travel plan below the map. Put a number next to the place in the order of the trip.

ZE

F

1

AU

TWO WEEKS IN SOUTH EAST ASIA!

80

DAY

STOP

ACTIVITY

1

Bangkok

ARRIVAL / CHECK IN

2

Bangkok

BANGKOK CITY TOUR

3

Bangkok

AYUTTHAYA TOUR

4

Bangkok

FLOATING MARKET

5

Siem Reap

TRAVEL / CHECK IN

6

Siem Reap

ANGKOR WAT TOUR

7

Siem Reap

CITY TOUR

8

Siem Reap

REST DAY / TRAVEL

9

Can Tho

TRAVEL / CHECK IN

10

Can Tho

CITY TOUR

11

Can Tho

PHAN THIET TOUR / TRAVEL

12

Ho Chi Minh

ARRIVAL / CHECK IN

13

Ho Chi Minh

CITY TOUR

14

Ho Chi Minh

SHOPPING / DEPARTURE

SWIFTS

SELF STUDY

2

Check the plan and answer the questions.

1. How many cities are you staying in?
2. How many different places are you visiting?

4. When are you going shopping?
5. Where are you going to be on the 8th day?
3

Vocabulary ﬁnder

ZE

1. Find a phrase used for arriving to a hotel.

F

3. Which tours are you going on?

2. Find a word which means to leave from somewhere.
3. Find a verb which means to go to a new place.

Write a postcard to your family back home about your trip. Tell them what you are going to do.
Remember to use useful phrases!

AU

4
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That's Good to

K N OW
Camping
Honeymoon
Long weekend
A cruise

Winter holiday
Skiing trip

ZE

Backpacking
Travelling
Package tour
City breaks

F

There are different names for different types of holidays and vacations:

TASK

AU

ates
Ask your classm
about their
for
arrangements
write
this week and
t them.
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Swift Progress Check: I can...
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Yes

No

Check

use present continuous to talk about the future.

Page 78, 79

talk about my schedule for the week.

Page 79

understand a travel itinerary.

Page 80

write a postcard about future plans.

Page 81
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UNIT FOURTEEN

ZE

F

14

AU

Be Creative

Swift Look Unit 14
■
■
■
■
■
■

Speaking : Presentation about a country
Listening : Podcasts
Reading
: Ceramics & Calligraphy
Writing
: Poetry
Grammar : Review
Vocabulary : Review

t
n
e
i
c
n
The A lligraphy
a
C
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o
t
Ar
What do you know about calligraphy? Where have you seen it?
Can you write in calligraphy?
2

Match the words in bold
with their deﬁnitions below.

F

1

........... a message from a leader
........... a calligraphy writer
........... show off

ZE

Calligraphy has been an important art form in many parts of the
world. The most famous calligraphers1 are from three places: Japan,
China, and the Middle East. Calligraphy was ﬁrst created by Islamic
artists to reﬂect the harmony2 of nature in its geometric shapes. From
the Arabic speaking world, it travelled east to Central Asia, China, and
Japan, and then westward to Spain. Calligraphy has been practiced
for centuries, and each culture has their own practices. For example,
Arabic calligraphy is written with a special pen but Japanese and
Chinese calligraphy are written with a brush. In China, artists often wrote
ofﬁcial statements3 from the emperor in calligraphy to impress4 other
rulers. In the Arabic speaking world, poems, religious texts and sultans’
signatures5 were written in calligraphy to show appreciation6 for a text
or a ruler. Calligraphy in Japan was mostly used for poems. One thing
that all calligraphy has in common7 is that the artistry8 is usually more
important than the message.

phy

3

........... thing people share
........... thankfulness
........... a name written as identiﬁcation
........... creative skill

2. What kinds of things are written in calligraphy?

3. Why was calligraphy used by Arabic speakers?

SWIFTS

h Calligraphy

Ottoman Turkis

Read the text about the history of calligraphy and answer the questions below.

1. What do artists use to write Chinese calligraphy?

84

raphy

Japanese Callig

AU

Chinese Calligra

........... balance

f
o
s
e
i
r
u
t
n
e
C
Ceramics
4

Turkish Ceramic

Plate

What do you know about ceramic art? Where have
you seen it? Do you know about any special patterns?

F

Ceramic art is famous in many parts of the world. 1 .........................
Greece, Turkey, and Northern Africa have some of the oldest
and most important ancient ceramics. Ceramics started out
being 2 ......................... in everyday life. Archaeologists have found
basic jars that are ten thousand years old. These were used to
3
......................... food and liquids for drinking. When 4 .........................
began to 5 ............................., people started to decorate these pieces.
Different areas are known for their special designs or motifs.
Greek ceramics often tell stories of the gods or show scenes
from famous 6 .......................... Many pieces of Turkish ceramics have
Arabic calligraphy and ﬂoral designs. African ceramics feature
geometric 7 ......................... and animals. As the art developed
and changed, ceramic 8 ......................... became a popular way to
decorate public buildings and peoples’ homes. For example,
the world famous tiles in the Blue Mosque. These tiles can still
be seen in many houses all over the world.

ZE

5

mic Pot

Moroccan Cera

Complete the text with these words.

Battle: large ﬁghts

Greek Ceramic

Jug

AU

Ancient: very old

Societies: organized groups of people
Store: keep for later

Develop: to improve

Functional: having a special use
Patterns: a repeated design

Tiles: a piece of pottery used to decorate ﬂoors or walls

6

Answer the questions below about ceramics.

1. What scenes can you ﬁnd on Greek ceramics?

2. Where can you ﬁnd ceramic tiles?

3. Which countries have the most famous ceramics?
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SELF STUDY

1

Look at the pictures and match the genre of music that you think suits them.

2

ZE

F

Rock Pop Classical Afrobeat Jazz Salsa Folk Country EDM Rap

Do you know anything about these genres? When did this style of music begin?

AU

AT
AFROBE

3

Listen to the podcast about Afrobeat
and choose the correct option.

1. Afrobeat began in Nigeria / Ghana.

2. The most famous afrobeat artist is Ode / Fela
Kuti.
3. Yoruba music is from Nigeria, Togo, and
Burundi / Benin.

4. Fela Kuti studied Marketing / Medicine before
he was a musician.
5. Ode’s favorite song is 14 / 40 minutes long.
86
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

)

SIC (EDM

NCE MU

NIC DA
ELECTRO

Listen to the podcast about EDM
and answer the questions.
Name two genres that are included in EDM.
Who was Delia Derbyshire?
What type of music started in the 1970s?
Where was EDM popular at ﬁrst?
Who were popular EDM groups in America?
What is your favourite genre of music and what do
you know about its origins?
Is music important in your culture?
Do you play any musical instruments?

SELF STUDY

Whimsical Word Play
5

Use the glossary to ﬁll in the missing words in the poem.
Practice saying the poem with your partner.
Jack and Jill went up a hill
To fetch a ............ of water

Glossary:

F

Jack fell down and broke his ................
Crown: top of one’s head
Fence: a wooden wall
Pail: bucket
At their expense: affect
someone negatively

And Jill came tumbling after.
It started out a normal day

They met outside the .................

ZE

They knew not that today would bring
A tragedy ..................................
6

What do you think the tragedy could be?

AU

Note:
In poetry, sometimes writers change word order or leave out
words to make the poems sound more pleasing. This is also
often done in music. This is called poetic license.

7

Do you have similar word plays in your language?

A ballad is a form of verse, often a narrative set to music. Ballads developed from the
medieval French chanson balladée or ballade, which were originally “danced songs’’.

How to write a ballad
H

ad

Ode to a ball

ing
y favourite th
m
e
r
a
s
d
a
ll
Ba
em all day
I can write th
l ring
ve a cheerfu
a
h
s
d
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r
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Like a beauti
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good as wor
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g
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h
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n

There’s
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/  
ip hooray
d shout hiph
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a
r
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ee
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d
r
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And I can h

8

Write a ballad

Ba
Ballads are often thirteen lines
with an ABABBCBC form.
w
A
Another common form is
ABAB or ABCB repeated.
A

9

A
B
A
B
B
C
B
C

Present your poem in front of the class.
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He's a r
eal Pic
asso.

How to prepare for your presentation

VL G

Research
Do some research about your
topic: google, read books or watch
documentaries.

Out of this world
In groups, make a PowerPoint presentation about a country
that interests you. Each group member should talk about a
different topic from that country, and speak for 2 minutes
about their topic.

AU

Planning
Decide who is doing what and how you
are going to organize the presentation.

Summarize
Get all of your information together then
choose the most important parts for
your presentation.

Poetry

A Musician

A Craft

Report
Write your presentation and report it
to your class. Be ready to answer extra
questions!

Swift Progress Check: I can...
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Yes

No

Check

write a poem.

Page 87

understand information about different art forms.

Page 84 - 87

understand the meaning of words from context.

Page 84, 85

research and present a topic that interests me.

Page 88
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F
ZE
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Swifts &
More

Unit 1

3

Unit 4

AU

Unit

ZE

This is a space for you to write
new vocabulary that
you want to learn.

Unit 6
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F

Unit 2

Unit

7

Unit 5

Unit 9

F

Unit 8

10

AU

Unit

ZE

Unit 11

Unit 13

Unit

Unit 12

14
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Use it or Lose it!
Putting new words in
stories and special contexts
helps you remember them.

UNITS

1-4

O
U
A
A
RY
C
B
L
V
Held ...........

Sat ...........

Caught ...........

Broke ...........

........... yesterday

Found ...........

Fed ...........

Fought ...........

Stole ...........

........... outdoors

Stood ...........

Ran ...........

Wore ...........

Won ...........

Last ...........

Understood

Let ...........

Saw ...........

Began ...........

In ...........

Heard ...........

Cut ...........

Knew ...........

Gave ...........

At ...........

Left ...........

Put ...........

Grew ...........

Came ...........

Did ...........

Kept ...........

Set ...........

Flew ...........

Became ...........

ZE

F

........... ago

Felt ...........

Hit ...........

Drew ...........

Lay ...........

Paid ...........

Slept ...........

Hurt ...........

Rose ...........

Fell ...........

Made ...........

Meant ...........

Burst ...........

Rode ...........

Drank ...........

Had ...........

Met ...........

Bet ...........

Chose ...........

Sang ...........

Led ...........

Sent ...........

Beat ...........

Drove ...........

Ate ...........

Read ...........

Spent ...........

Brought ...........

Spoke ...........

Sank ...........

Told ...........

Built ...........

Thought ...........

Woke ...........

Swam ...........

Could ...........

Lit ...........

Taught ...........

Wrote ...........

Sold ...........

Lost ...........

Bought ...........

Took ...........

AU

Said ...........

Create phrases with an appropriate noun in pairs. Then choose at least ﬁfteen of those
new phrases and make up a story that either happened to you or your classmate.
E.g: 50th Anniversary

92
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Use it or Lose it!
Putting words in rhymes
helps you to remember them.
Have fun with your words.

UNITS

5-6

O
U
A
A
RY
C
B
L
V
Moved

Touristy

Seen

Reminded

Professional

Known

So far

Competition

Given

Refreshing

Assignment

Begun

Unique

Historical

Eaten

Crowded

F

Gone

ZE

Once

Drunk

Experience

Twice

Since

Abroad

Three times

Yet

Ruins

Relaxed

Already

Decided

Sights

Ever

Delicious

Dead or alive

Won

Just

Selected

AU

Never

Think of words that sound the same as (rhyme with) the words in the bubbles.

Thought

Won

Seen

Drunk

Twice

Yet
Sights
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Use it or Lose it!
Playing vocabulary games
creates affective links and helps
you remember the new words.

UNIT

7

O
U
A
A
RY
C
B
L
V
Scarf

Receipt

City

Suit

Destination

Try

Outdoor markets

Sweetheart

Silk

Vintage stores

Run errands

Wool

Hometown

Hungry

Alone

Neighbourhood

Pick up

Decide

Order

Skirt

Attraction

Container

Shirt

Discount chain stores

Fitting rooms

Bright

Goods

Size

Trousers

Ready-made meals

Coats

Independent stores

F

Capital

Linen

ZE

Cotton

AU

Return policy

Play ‘PICTIONARY’ in the class with the words above. Divide the class into two groups and the groups
select a person to draw the word on the board, then they guess in one minute. Alternatively, the
students can choose to role-play the words instead of drawing like in ‘CHARADES’.
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Use it or Lose it!
When new words are associated
with their antonyms, synonyms,
and are paraphrased, this helps
you to remember them.

UNITS

8-10

O
U
A
A
RY
C
B
L
V
Calmly

Brave

Clearly

Conﬁdent

Slowly

Friendly

Quickly

Honest

Easily

Pleasant

Personality trait

Sociable

Serious

Appearance

Wonderful

Lazy

Quiet

Skill

Angry

Generous

Clever

Body image

Annoyed

Mean

Curious

Competition

Awful

Unkind

Angrily

Description

Bored

Fast

Beautifully

Confused

Hard

Bravely

Fair

Disappointed

Great

Disgusted

Interested

Frightened

Joyful

Guilty

Satisﬁed

Nosy

Surprised

AU

ZE

Crazy

F

Well

Excited

Write the antonym, synonym or paraphrase the words above.
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Use it or Lose it!
Word games are a good
way to practice new words.

UNITS

11-13

O
U
A
A
RY
C
B
L
V
Jellyﬁsh

Snacks

Check in

Hike

Check out

Predictable

Guide

Bed and breakfast
(B&B)

Collect

Include

Beach

Flight

Souvenirs

Sail

Sunburn

Sea gull

Snorkel

Life jacket

Spray

Mussels

Starﬁsh

Pier

Sun

Palm tree

Sunbathe

ZE

Hostel

Seaside

F

See the sights

Luggage

Salty water

Sunglasses

Ensuite

Swimming suit

Sand

Sunscreen

Strange

Swimming trunks

Sandals

Towel

Book a hotel

Beach towel

Seashell

Trunks

Arrive

Seashore

Umbrella

Beachball

Ship

Waves

Pick up

Boat

Shore

AU

Sunbathing

Departure

Tongue twisters are fun rhymes where the same sound is repeated.
Example: Peter piper picked a peck of pickled peppers.

Now in pairs, look at the word list and try to write your own tongue twister.
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Use it or Lose it!
Preparing ﬂashcards is
a great way to learn new words
and competition makes them
stick in your memory.

UNIT

14

O
U
A
A
RY
C
B
L
V
Poetry
Surface
Origin
Describe
Traditional
Talent
Quit
Return
Band
Inﬂuence
Successful
Equipment
Drums
Produce music
Instrument

ZE

F

Craft
Calligraphers
Harmony
Signature
Impress
Develop
In common
Ancient
Battle
Pattern
Tile
Improve
Scribble
Scratch
Create

AU

Remember the word

In pairs, create ﬂashcards by writing the deﬁnitions of the words in English above on one
side and the word on the other, then practice the words by reading the deﬁnition to your
classmate and guessing the word.
To make it fun, give each other a time limit. If you remember the word within the time
limit, you get to keep the ﬂashcard. At the end, the person with the most cards wins!
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Listening Transcripts

1.1
Melisa talks to a real estate agent

3.1
Past Tense Verbs

Real Estate Agent: Hi, how can I help you?
Melisa: I’m looking for a new ﬂat.
Real Estate Agent: Okay, tell me more. Where do you
want to live and how much can you spend?
Melisa: I want to live near the sea, but I also want
to be close to a grocery store and my university. My
budget is TL 1,500
Real Estate Agent: No problem! I have a nice ﬂat with
a bedroom, a large salon, and one bathroom. It’s a
15-minute walk to the sea and you can ride the metro
to school.
Melisa: Oh, great! Does it have air conditioning? Is it
central heating or can I control it?
Real Estate Agent: Of course. It has both. You can
turn them on and off whenever you like.
Melisa: Excellent. I prefer to turn off the heat in the
morning. What about the kitchen? Is the stove gas or
electric?
Real Estate Agent: It’s gas. It’s a little old, but it’s very
easy to light.
Melisa: Oh wonderful! And how about shopping? Is
there a butcher nearby?
Real Estate Agent: Yes, the butcher is two blocks
away. Take the ﬁrst right, and then turn left at the
market. By the way, the market is very nice. They bring
in fresh produce every morning.
Melisa: It sounds perfect. When can I see it?
Real Estate Agent: I have the keys in my ofﬁce. We
can leave now, if you have time.
Melisa: I’m a little busy today, can I come back
tomorrow?
Real Estate Agent: That’s no problem, why don’t you
come at 1:00pm.
Melisa: Sure, see you then!
Real Estate Agent: Have a good one.
Melisa: You too!

painted, registered, walked, turned, wanted, cooked,
needed, stopped, called

F

3.2
Amanda and Dan’s wedding day

AU

ZE

Amanda: Hey honey, what day was it yesterday?
Dan: Um.... Was it our anniversary?
Amanda: Yes! It was.
Dan: I’m so sorry I didn’t remember, Amanda.
Amanda: Well, what do you remember?
Dan: We danced all night! The DJ played such good
music...
Amanda: You were so handsome in your tuxedo.
Dan: Did you call your grandmother that night? She
didn’t come.
Amanda: No! I was too busy and couldn’t call her. She
was really angry.
Dan: But you sent her the video, didn’t you?
Amanda: Yes, and she wasn’t angry after that.

2.1
My Grandmother

My grandmother was born in Dublin City.
Her school was big but it was old.
Her favourite teacher was her English teacher.
Her favourite subject was French.
Her hobbies were reading books and cycling.
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4.1
Mark and Pete talk about John’s party

Pete: Hey Mark, I heard you didn’t go to John’s party
last week.
Mark: Who told you that? I totally went!
Pete: Huh. I guess Jane made a mistake.
Mark: Yeah, well. I went and had a great time, but the
DJ wasn’t very good.
Pete: Oh, really? Our friend Paul said the DJ taught
John how to spin records.
Mark: Oh, I forgot about that. They had a really good
time.
Pete: What about the food? Was it good?
Mark: It was okay. I ate pizza and fries. Why couldn’t
you go?
Pete: I had to study. I wanted to go and my mom said
she could buy my plane tickets, but I was too busy.
Mark: That’s too bad. John wore the coolest new
shoes. His mom bought them for him.
Pete: Yeah, he told me about them! I sent him an
email last night.
Mark: Did he send you pictures? The shirt he wore
was also really nice. Paul took some photos, maybe
he put them online.
Pete: I didn’t see them, no.
Mark: I couldn’t ask him about it because I left early.
But you can send him an email.
Pete: Oh, why did you leave early? Were you tired?

Listening Transcripts

6.1
Merve and Can

5.1
Ted’s Greek Holiday

Merve: How long have you known Serpil?
Can: Oh, I guess I’ve known her since I was a child.
Merve: Really? Have you always been best friends?
Can: Yes, we have.
Merve: How did you meet her?
Can: I met her when I started elementary school. You
see, we went to school together.
Merve: When did you decide to ask her to marry you?
Can: About two years ago, after we ﬁnished university.
Merve: Did she say yes right away?
Can: Of course she did!

F

Mark: I didn’t feel well. I thought the pizza made me
sick, but after I went home, I felt a lot better.
Pete: Oh, I’m glad to hear that. Well, I’ve got to go,
I had a late-night last night and I need to study
tonight. Talk to you soon!
Mark: Okay! Bye!

6.2
Sean McLeod

AU

ZE

Bill: Hey Ted. I haven’t seen you in a while. Where
have you been?
Ted: Yeah, I’m on holiday.
Bill: Oh, cool! Where did you go?
Ted: I’m in Greece. It’s amazing!
Bill: Nice! I love Greece. Have you seen the Parthenon
yet?
Ted: No, we’re on the way there right now. I’ve been
to Ephesus, it is very different?
Bill: Yes and no. It’s bigger, but there’s only one
building. Have you seen the Acropolis?
Ted: Yeah, I saw it yesterday. But I’ve been to
Aphrodisias and I liked it better there. It was less
touristy.
Bill: Hmm. Good point. You’ve traveled a lot in Turkey,
so the Greek ruins probably all look like things you’ve
seen before.
Ted: Totally. But it hasn’t been all bad.
Bill: No? Where else have you been?
Ted: No, we went to Thessaloniki last week and ate
the best food!
Bill: Man, the food there is so good. Have you tried the
moussaka?
Ted: No, not yet. We ate dolmas last night and they
reminded me of summer nights in Izmir. It has been
a great vacation. I’ve learned a lot of Greek, although I
can’t read the alphabet! I’ve tried, but it’s all Greek to
me!
Bill: Ha ha ha. Very funny...
Ted: I’ve learned some really good phrases to help me
get around.
Bill: That’s great! I hope you’ve taken some good
pictures...
Ted: I have! Greece is really beautiful so it’s been easy.
Bill: I can’t wait to see them, when do you get back?
Ted: I haven’t decided yet. Maybe next week?
Bill: Well, let me know when you’re back.
Ted: Will do! Okay, we’ve just arrived at the Parthenon,
gotta go!
Bill: See you later.
Ted: See ya.

Sean was born in Belfast, Ireland.
Sean has always loved watching historical ﬁlms.
Sean decided to study History when he was a
teenager.
Sean has visited many archeological museums.
Sean visited Istanbul Archaeological museum in 2016.
Sean got a scholarship to study history in university.
Sean has ﬁnished his third year in university.
Sean travelled around Europe with his friends last
year.
Sean has worked in the college library for two years.
Sean ﬁnished his ﬁnal assignment last week.
8.1
Descriptions of people
1. This person has a dark hair, is wearing jeans, is
medium height, and doesn’t have a beard.
2. This person is slim, is middle aged, has long curly
hair, and is wearing a dress.
3. This person has short dark hair, is slim, young, and
wearing a suit.
4. This person is young, slim, has short curly hair, is
short, and wearing a blue shirt.
5. This person is young, a little tall, and has dark hair
and a beard.
11.1
Penny books a hotel room
Receptionist: Thanks for calling Orange Blossom bed
and breakfast, how can I help you today?
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11.2
Penny books her travel arrangements
Travel Agent: Thank you for calling Horizon Tourism,
how can I help you?
Penny: Hi, I’d like to buy tickets from Istanbul to
Athens.
Travel Agent: No problem, how are you going to
travel? By bus, train, or plane?
Penny: That depends. How much are plane tickets?
Travel Agent: They are €150 round trip, train tickets
are €50 one way, bus tickets are €25.
Penny: Hmmm. Does the price for bus tickets include
the return trip?
Travel Agent: No, the return ticket costs the same.
Penny: Okay, how long is the trip by bus?
Travel Agent: It takes 22 hours. There is one stop in
Plovdiv and one in Thessaloniki.
Penny: That’s so long! How long is the train trip?
Travel Agent: It’s 13 hours. It leaves at 23:00 from the
train station in the city center.
Penny: Where does the plane depart from and at
what time? Oh, and is it a direct ﬂight?
Travel Agent: It takes off from Sabiha Gökçen at 7am,
and yes, it is.
Penny: Well, the plane tickets are too expensive and
the departure time is awful. The bus trip takes too
long, and I don’t like busses anyway. I guess I’ll take
the train.
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Penny: Hi, I’d like to book a room for my summer
holiday.
Receptionist: Ok, no problem. First, when are you
going to arrive and how long do you want to stay?
Penny: I’m thinking about the ﬁrst week of July, and
we’re going to stay for one week.
Receptionist: Okay, how many rooms do you want to
book?
Penny: It’s just my friend and I. So, I don’t know. I have
a few questions. How big are your rooms?
Receptionist: We have two single rooms with twin
beds, or one double room with two queen beds.
Single rooms cost €20, double rooms cost €50 per
night. But single rooms have shared bathrooms and
double rooms have ensuite bathrooms.
Penny: Hmm. I need to talk to Jane about that. Is
breakfast included?
Receptionist: Yes, that price includes breakfast.
Penny: And do you do wake up calls?
Receptionist: Of course! And we also have room
service, you just have to call down to reception. They
can help you with everything.
Penny: Perfect! Can they also help with daily tours?
Receptionist: Certainly. They can book a paragliding
trip, jeep safaris, boat tours, whatever you need.
Penny: Oh, those sound like so much fun! What
about a trip to Pamukkale or butterﬂy valley?
Receptionist: I’m sorry, we can’t help with trips to
Pamukkale, but we can help with butterﬂy valley.
Penny: That’s ﬁne. How far away from the city center
are you?
Receptionist: Not far, but there isn’t much of a city
center here anyway. There is a main street with a
market and a pharmacy.
Penny: That should be enough. How far from the
beach are you?
Receptionist: There is a beach with umbrellas and
lounge chairs 10 minutes away.
Penny: That’s great! We can see the sights and then
lounge on the beach and watch the sunset. We are
deﬁnitely going to stay at your bed and breakfast.
Jenny has just texted me and said I can book a
double room. Do you do airport transfers?
Receptionist: We do. What time are your ﬂights?
Penny: We are going to arrive at 10am and our return
ﬂight is at 4pm. What time is check in?
Receptionist: Check in is at noon, but we have a café
where you can have a coffee or we can hold your bags
and you can walk to the seaside and have some tea.
Penny: Oh, I’m so excited!
Receptionist: Your total for the room is going to be
€350. How do you want to pay, with cash or a card?
Penny: I’ll pay with my credit card.
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13.1
My Schedule
Hi. My name is Ayşe. I’m studying Architecture at the
University of London. I am a ﬁrst-year student and
my schedule is very full. I am very busy. This is my
schedule for this week:
On Monday at 9 until 11 I am learning about 3D
drawing. I am practicing how to create designs on a
computer. Then at 12 I am studying Art History. That is
my favorite class. It is taught by Professor Sheldon. He
is a great teacher. After that I am going to the library
to study.
On Tuesdays at 10 I am going to Environmental
Design class. Then at 2 I’m going to my creative
writing club. This week we are writing poetry. At 4
o’clock I am studying Computer Applications. At 7
until 8:30 I am going to basketball training. We are
training for a big game.
On Wednesday I am going to Art History class at 9.

Listening Transcripts

14.2
Podcast 2- EDM (Electronic Dance Music)
Presenter: Today we are talking to Giles Stone
about electronic dance music and where it started.
Welcome to the podcast Giles!
Giles: Thank you, it’s great to be here.
Presenter: First of all Giles, what is electronic dance
music?
Giles: Well, electronic dance music, or EDM, includes
different types of dance music genres such as trance,
dubstep, techno and house music.
Presenter: How is this music made?
Giles: Well, it is usually made using some sort of
electronic equipment such as synthesizers and drum
machines. These days it can be made on computers
using music production software such as Ableton.
Presenter: So anyone can make this music on their
computer?
Giles: Well, anyone can try, but it does take some skill
and talent to make it sound good!
Presenter: Haha, OK! So then, where did this music
come from?
Giles: Well many people say that Delia Derbyshire was
the ﬁrst electronic music producer. She made the
‘Dr Who’ theme in the 1960s. Then in the 1970s with
the start of disco music, the ﬁrst wave of dance music
began.
Presenter: What was disco music?
Giles: It included funk, soul and jazz with electronic
sounds. Clubs and DJs became more popular after
the start of disco music.
Presenter: So who were popular electronic artists
then?
Giles: Well Kraftwerk were one of the ﬁrst groups to
play electro and house music using synthesizers and
drum machines.
Presenter: What about the 80s and 90s?
Giles: EDM was very popular in the 90s in particular
in Germany and the UK.
Presenter: When did EDM become popular in
America?
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14.1
Podcast 1- The origins of Afrobeat

Ode: Absolutely. Fela Kuti has inﬂuenced many artists
around the world and the inﬂuence of Afro beat
music can be seen in much of the Afrobeats music
we hear today.
Presenter: Thank you Ode.

F

We are reading about Gothic Architecture. At 1 I am
meeting my friends for lunch and then from 2 until
3:30 we are studying together in the library. At 4 I am
going to drama club. I love the theatre. In the evening
I am writing my essay for Art History class.
On Thursday I’m studying building construction at
11 until 1 and then Environmental Design at 2. I am
studying on Thursday evening.
On Friday at 9 I am meeting my class for breakfast
and then at 11 we are going to 3D drawing class. At
5 I am going to basketball practice. Then at 7 I am
meeting my friends for dinner.
It is a busy week!

AU

Presenter: Hello and welcome to Global beats
podcast. With us today is Ode Okafor who is here to
talk about Afrobeat music.
Ode: Thank you for having me!
Presenter: Thank you for being here. Now let’s start
with the origins of the genre. In which country did
Afrobeat start?
Ode: Well, it started in the 1960s in Ghana but it is
most associated with Fela Kuti who brought it to
Nigeria in the 1970s.
Presenter: How can you describe the sound of Afro
beat?
Ode: It is a mix of traditional Yoruba music, with jazz
and funk. It includes African percussion and vocal
styles.
Presenter: What is Yoruba music?
Ode: It is the music of the Yoruba people from
Nigeria, Togo and Benin.
Presenter: Let’s talk more about Fela Kuti. Why did
he become so popular?
Ode: He became popular because of his big
personality, his musical talent and for his interest in
politics. At ﬁrst, he wanted to be a doctor. He studied
Medicine in London in the 1960s but then he quit
university and returned to Nigeria to start his musical
career.
Presenter: Was he successful from the start of his
musical career?
Ode: No, his band became successful a decade later
in the 1970s.
Presenter: What is your favourite song by Fela Kuti?
Ode: I love all of his music but my favourite song is
Gentleman from 1973. The song lasts for 14 minutes!
Presenter: Wow, that is very long! Is his music still
popular today?
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A personal space for writing. This is your space for you to write what is
important to you for your learning.
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Swifts Puzzle

1 Complete the crossword puzzle with the past tense form of the verbs.
1

3

F

2

4

6

7

ZE

5
8

10

9

11

12

13

14

DOWN

2
4
6
8
10
12
13
14
15

1
2
3
5
7
9
11
14
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ACROSS

15

be
do
become
feed
ﬁght
begin
teach
sit
pay

stand
wear
make
mean
catch
send
tell
say

2 Write a story in the past tense using at least ﬁve verbs from the crossword puzzle.
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3 Find the words in the wordsearch.

Bald
Beard
Beautiful

Handsome
Old
Short

Blonde
Curly

Straight
Tall
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4 Find the words in the wordsearch below

Snowstorms

Foggy

Snowy

Hailstones

Sunny

Hot

Warm

F

Cloudy

ZE

Rainy
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5 Super S! Look at all the S words from Unit 9. What can you remember? Add the missing vowels.

S_nb_the

S_ _s_d_

S_ nd

S_ _v_nrs

S_ _ sh_r_

S_ _g_ll

Sw_m_ _ng

S_n

Sh_p

Sh_r_

S_nb_rn
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S_nd_ls

Sn_rk_l

S_ _l

St_rf_sh

S_nb_th_ng

S_ _ sh_ll

S_ngl_ss_s
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6 Find the vocabulary in the wordsearch.

Ancient
Battle
Calligraphers
Craft

Instrument
Jazz
Pattern
Poetry

Create
Drums

Signature
Successful

Electronic
Guitar
Harmony
Inﬂuence
Inspired

Talent
Tile
Traditional
Violin
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Past Simple

Past Participle

Inﬁnitive

Past Simple

Past Participle

Be

was/were

Been

Lose

Lost

Lost

Become

Became

Become

Break

Broke

Broken

Bring

Brought

Brought

Build

Built

Built

Buy

Bought

Bought

Can

Could

----------

Caught

Choose
Come
Cost
Do
Drink
Drive
Eat
Fall
Feel

Make

Made

Made

Meet

Met

Met

Pay

Paid

Paid

Put

Put

Put

Read

Read

Read

Run

Ran

Run

Caught

Say

Said

Said

Chose

Chosen

See

Saw

Seen

Came

Come

Sell

Sold

Sold

Cost

Cost

Send

Sent

Sent

Did

Done

Sing

Sang

Sung

Drank

Drunk

Sit

Sat

Sat

Drove

Driven

Sleep

Slept

Slept

Ate

Eaten

Speak

Spoke

Spoken

Fell

Fallen

Spend

Spent

Spent

Felt

Felt

Stand

Stood

Stood

ZE

Catch

Found

Found

Swim

Swam

Swum

Fly

Flew

Flown

Take

Took

Taken

Forget

Forgot

Forgotten

Teach

Taught

Taught

Get

Got

Gotten

Tell

Told

Told

Give

Gave

Given

Think

Thought

Thought

Go

Went

Gone

Throw

Threw

Thrown

Grow

Grew

Grown

Understand

Understood

Understood

Have

Had

Had

Wake

Woke

Woken

Hear

Heard

Heard

Wear

Wore

Worn

Keep

Kept

Kept

Win

Won

Won

Know

Knew

Known

Write

Wrote

Written

Learn

Learnt

Learnt

Leave

Left

Left

Lend

Lent

Lent
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